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Abstract 

The vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) produces eye movements equal in magnitude 

and opposite in direction to head movements. The performance of the VOR is severely 

compromised after peripheral vestibular damage, but does recover. In this study the 

contribution of the contralesional horizontal canal is assessed via the response of 

ipsilesional secondary vestibular neurons to single shock electrical stimulation of the 

intact vestibular labyrinth. A significant decrease was observed in the efficacy of the 

excitatory commissural input to secondary neurons in the ipsilateral vestibular nucleus. 

It was observed that the operational range of the VOR increased as the applied 

peak stimulus velocity got larger. Similar behavior was also observed in the activity of 

vestibular neurons. Vestibular neurons were found to have a sensitivity that decreased 

with increasing stimulus amplitude. In addition, the three neurons that expenenced cut- 

off during ipsilesional rotations had a linear range that increased with increasing stimulus 

amplitude. 
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1. Introduction 

The study focuses on how the neural network, within the brainstem, that mediates 

the horizontal vestibuloscular reflex contributes to recovery fiom unilateral damage to 

the vestibular end organ. In particular, the contribution of the healthy intact vestibular 

apparatus to the dynarnic behavior of the neurons in the vestibular complex is 

investigated. 

The vestibular system provides information about head movement and 

orientation to sites within the central nervous system that are involved in body stabilizing 

functions. This information is used to maintain the stability of the retinal image. The 

reflex that perfoms this task is called the vestibuloscular reflex (VOR), which acts to 

stabilize the eyes during head movements by generating eye movements equal in 

magnitude and opposite in direction to head movements. This reflex has been described 

and studied in many species including goldfish, mice, cats, monkeys and humans. The 

sensory inputs to the VOR are the two vestibular end organs. 

Some individuals damage their vestibular labyrinths. This darnage c m  be the 

result of ototoxic drugs (e.g. some antibiotics), infections. or surgical procedures such as 

canal plugs and vestibular labyrinthectomies. The result of damage to the end organs is 

ofken a difficulty seeing while moving, particularly when making large, high velocity 

head rnovements. Unilateral damage of the vestibular apparatus causes both dynamic and 

static symptoms. Static symptoms are present when the head is held still and include 

nystagmus and possibly a head tilt. Dynamic symptoms occur during head movements 



and include a reduced and asymmetric VOR gain, which cm compromise an ind ividual ' s 

ability to maintain clear vision. 

This introduction provides a description of the behavior of the vestibulo-ocular 

reflex in both healthy animals and animals that have unilateral vestibular darnage. The 

neural circuitry mediating the horizontal vestibulo-ocular reflex is outlined in reference to 

theories of learning and plasticity in its mediating pathways. 

1.1 Vestibular Function 

The VOR is a type of eye movement that maintains stability of the visual world in 

response to head movements. Traditionally, the VOR has been regarded as a three-neuron 

reflex arc, involving first-order neurons in Scarpa's ganglion, second-order neurons in the 

vestibular complex and motoneurons in the extraocular motor nuclei (Lorente de No, 

1933; Szentagothai, 1950). Movements of the head in space stimulate the semicircular 

canals and otolith organs, which in turn elicit compensatory eye movements. 

The VOR has two fundamentally different types of sensors; one for detecting 

translational movements (the otolith organs) and one for detecting rotational motion (the 

vestibular canals) (see fig 1). Rotational stimuli initiates the angular VOR while 

translationai motion stimulates the translational VOR. The angular VOR is traditionally 

divided into three sub-reflexes. Each sub-reflex is defined by three orthogonal planes of 

rotation. The horizontal angular VOR is referred to as the hVOR and is stimulated by 

rotations about an axis perpendicular to the earths surface and is primarily driven by the 

horizontaVlatera1 semicircular canals. The two other sub reflexes are the vertical VOR 



Fig 1. Medial view of the vestibular Iabyrinth is shown. The relevant components include the 
vestibular canals(4, horizontal; 7, posterior; 5, anterior), the otolith organs (6, sacculus; 8, 
untriculus), the vestibular nerve (9)and the ampulla (1). Also shown i s  the cochlea (2) and 
the cochlear nerve (3). (picture adapted from Gilbert,1984, pg 108) 

(vVOR) and torsional VOR (tVOR) that are driven by the right antenor-left posterior and 

left anterior-right posterior pairs of canals respectively. The vVOR responds to rotations 

in the vertical plane perpendicular to the face and, the tVOR to rotations of the head in a 

plane parallel to the face. 

This study focuses on the horizontal angular VOR. Below both the normal 

behavior as well as the behavior of the horizontal angular VOR after peripherid unilateral 

damage to the vestibular apparatus i s  described. 

L I . !  N o d  Response of the hVOR 

The behavior of the hVOR can be characterized by both its gain and phase dunng 

sinusoidal rotations (fig 2). The gain is defined as, gain=peak eye velocity/peak head 

velocity, while the phase is the temporal difference between the peak of the eye velocity 



The VOR Rcsponse 
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Fig 2. Shown is a cartoon o f  the VOR response to passive whole body rotation at 1 Hz. The solid line 
represents head velocity and the dotted line eye velocity. The vertical solid line passes through the peak 
head and eye velocity . The gain is 1, peak head velocitylpeak eye velocity . The phase is 0, the di fference 
bebveen the tirne of occurrence o f  peak head -- velocity and peak eye velocity. 

and head velocity. In order to maintain image stability, the gain of the hVOR should be 

1 .O while the phase should be O deg for sinusoidal rotations (fig 2). When rotated in the 

light this ideal is closely met, as visual following mechanisms act in partnership with the 

hVOR. 

The visual following mechanisms that contribute to the hVOR include the 

optokinetic reflex and smooth pursuit eye movements. Rotating subjects in complete 

darkness can demonstrate the isolated contribution of the hVOR to image stabilization. 

The gain of the hVOR in the dark is slightly less while the phase relationship remains 

similar. This relationship holds very well for rotations of cats (Broussard et al., 1999a; 

Cass and Goshgarian, 199 1 ; Maioli et al., l983), monkeys (Miles and Eighmy, 1980a; 

Minor et al., 1999; Yakushin et al., 1 998) and humans (Paige, 1989; Tabak el al., 1997) 

in the moderate fiequency range. 



nie hVOR does not exhibit a uniforni response across s ~ u l u s  fiequency and 

amplitude. In particular it has a characteristic frequency response pattern. In the dark. the 

horizontal vestibulo-ocular reflex is enhanced at moderately high (4-8 Hz) frequencies as 

its phase lag increases (Broussard et al., 1999a; Keller, 1978; Paige, 1989; Tabak et al., 

1997). However, the evidence is inconsistent at frequencies above 10 Hz and it has been 

reported that the gain of the hVOR increases as the frequency increases up to 20 Hz 

(Tabak et al., 1997) or decreases at very high frequencies (>8 Hz) (Keller, 1978). 

During sinusoidal rotations the hVOR gain appears to be linear with respect to 

peak amplitude. There have been reports that the gain of the hVOR remains the same 

(Paige, 1989; Paige and Sargent, 1991), decreases (Maioli et ~ J L .  1983) or increases 

(Minor et cil., 1999) with respect to stimulus amplitude. There are some similarities in the 

data if one separates out response amplitudes at different frequencies and the type of 

stimulus; sinusoidal, velocity pulse stimuli, or constant acceleration. During constant 

accelerations the gain of the hVOR has been demonstrated to decrease with increasing 

amplitude in cats (Maioli et al., 1983). In addition, it has been reported that phase lead 

increases with increasing stimulus velocity at low to medium stimulus fiequencies of 

0.025Hz-25 Hz (Maioli et al., 1983; Paige, 1989; Paige and Sargent, 199 1). 

As rnentioned above the hVOR is not the only image-stabilizing reflex operating 

in the brainstem, and in some species, including humans, the gain of the hVOR is slightly 

less than 1 .O so other systems must cooperate with the hVOR to stop retinal slip. The 

optokinetic response (OKR) operates in vertebrate species. It produces image stabilizing 

eye movements in response to movement of the entire visual field by generating 

compensatory eye movements in the same directions as the visual stimulus. Also, the 



translational vestibulmular reflex (trVOR), cuntrolled by otolith orgaas in the inner 

ear, produces compensatory eye movements to translational acceleration. 

1.1.2 The h VOR afrer Peripheral Vestibular Dumage 

The vestibulo-ocular reflex, like any finely tuned system. is extremely sensitive to 

its inputs. The primary inputs to the vestibulo-ocular reflex include the semicircular 

canals and otolith organs of the vestibular apparatus. The inputs of importance to the 

hVOR are the conjugate pair of horizontal canals. The input from these canals to the 

vestibule-ocular reflex can be altered in a number of ways including: 

-Canal plugging, 

-Labyrin thec torny, 

-Neurectorny, 

-Menier's disease, 

-Infection and, 

-0totoxic drugs. 

A primary objective of this study is to understand the effects of unilateral damage 

induced by canal plugging. 

Canal plugging, labyrinthectomies and neurectomies are cornmon surgical 

procedures used primarily for two purposes. Medically they are used to rernedy certain 

vestibular related issues such as vertigo, and debilitating dizziness. Scientifically, these 

procedures are used to study the effects of peripheral damage to the vestibular system on 

balance and the hVOR (Broussard et al., 1999a; Paige, 1983; Precht et al., 1966; 

Yakushin et al., 1998). 



Canal plugging involves blocking a vestibular c d  with tissue or bone dust so as 

to stop the movement of endolymph within the canal. It usually results in bone growtli 

into the canal to produce a permanent impediment to fluid movement. This procedure is 

supposed to have no effect on the resting discharge rate of the primary afferent, which 

connect the hair cells in the canal to the vestibular nuclei. But, since the movement of 

fluid within the canals dynamically activates the hair cells, it is assumed that canal 

plugging stops the dynamic transfer of information to the vestibular nuclei at the 

frequencies of stimulation used in this study. It is uncornmon to see the static vestibular 

symptoms in cats such as head tilts, asymmetric body alignment, and nystagmus after 

unilateral canal plugging (Broussard et al., 1999a). 

A vestibular labyrinthectomy involves the complete removal of the vestibular 

labyrinth, which results not only in the loss of transduction of the vestibular information 

by the canals but also the loss of tonic excitation of vestibular nuclear neurons by primary 

afferents. This results in a spontaneous nystagmus that becomes markedly reduced (4 0 

O/s in cats and <SO/s in monkeys and humans) within approximately one week [cats: (Cass 

and Goshgarian, 199 1 ; Cou rjon er al., 1977; Haddad, 1977; Maioli and Precht, 1985; 

Precht ei al., 1966) monkeys: (Fisch, 1973; Lasker et al., 2000) humans: (Fisch, 1973)j. 

A vestibular neurectomy involves the rernoval of Scapa's ganglion, the home of the cet1 

bodies of primary vestibular afferents. This results in the death of al1 the primary 

afXerents and has similar syrnptoms as a labyrinthectomy. 

The dynamic symptoms associated with canal plugging, labyrinthectomies and 

neurectomies are similar. Immediately afier a unilaterai peripheral vestibular lesion is 

made and afler the subject has recovered fiom surgery, the gain of the hVOR is both 



greatiy diminished and asymmetric (ipsi < contra) (Broussard et al., 1 999a; Cass and 

Goshgarian, 199 1 ; Coujon et al., 1977; Lasker et al., 1999; Lasker et al., 2000; Maioli et 

al., 1983; Paige, 1983). Over a period of weeks the gain of the hVOR retums towards 

normal and regains its symmetry but does not reach its normative values (Broussard et 

al., 1999a; Cass and Goshgarian, 199 1 ; Cou jon et al., 1977; Lasker et al., 1999; Lasker 

et al., 2000; Maioli et al., 1983; Paige, 1983). However, the gain of the hVOR has 

consistent asymrnetries at frequencies above 4 Hz in cats (Broussard et al.. 1999a; Vibert 

et al., 1993) as well during head rotations with velocities greater than 100 O/s (Baloh et 

al., 1979; Fetter and Zee, 1988; Paige, 1 983) or accelerations greater than 1000 O i s 2  (Aw 

et al., 1996; Foster et al., 1 997; Halmagyi et al., 1 993; Lasker et al., 1999). Frequency 

dependency is not always reported. Lasker et al. 1999 did not find asymmetric responses 

to sinusoidal rotations at 20 '1s for frequencies ranging fiom 0.5 to 15 Hz in squirrel 

monkeys. 

The hVOR exhibits non-linear responses that are more evident afier unilateral 

darnage to the vestibular labyrinth. These non-linearities have been observed to occur as a 

function of stimulus fiequency (Broussard et al., 1 999a; Foster et al., 1997; Honnibia et 

al., 1984; Tabak et al., 1997), amplitude (Fetter and Zee, 1988; Foster et al., 1997; 

Lasker et al., 1999; Lasker et al., 2000; Paige, 1 W), and type of rotation (Maioli et al ., 

1983). 

The non-linearities with respect to stimulus amplitude generally begin to appear at 

head velocities above 100 "/s with eye velocity saturation ofien occuning at 

approximately 150 '1s in human (Foster et al., 1997; Tabak et al., 1997) and guinea pig 

(Gilchnst et al., 1998). The data available for cats (Maioli et al., 1983) indicates eye 



movement saturation at -50 % but is confounded by the different stimuli used for 

different ranges of head velocity stimuli. The data available for monkeys indicates a 

cubic relationship between head velocity and eye velocity up to 100 O/s in healthy (Minor 

et al., 1999), canal plugged (Lasker et al., 1999) and labyrinthectornized animals (Lasker 

et al., 2000). It is important to note that the limits of the hVOR may depend on the time 

course of the stimuli (Aw er al., 1996). 

The behavior of the hVOR is robust and is remarkably linear rven after the 

removal of one input. However, non-linearities and deficits in the hVOR do exist afier 

peripheral vestibular damage and investigating the neural correlates of these deticits may 

lead to insight into the mechanisms of recovery. Before discussing vestibular plasticity it 

is important to review the neural circuitry that mediates the hVOR. 

1.2 Vestibular Anatomy, Physiology and Plasticity 

The mediating pathways of the hVOR are relativrly simple as compared to neural 

pathways mediating vision, movement or even startle reflexes. The pathway consists of 

three essential components that cm be anatomically separated: 

The input (vestibular canals), 

0 Sensory-motor transformation (vestibular nuclei) and, 

O Motor output (abducens motor nuclei and eye muscles). 

The details and functional implications of the mediating pathways of the hVOR are as 

follows. 



1.2.1 The Vestibular End-Organ 

Sensory information is provided to the vestibular nuclei by the vestibular end 

organs. In mamrnals the vestibular end organ consists of three semi-circular canals 

(anteriorlsuperior, posterior and horizontal) and two otolith organs (the saccule and 

utricle) (fig 1). The vestibular end organs are sensitive detectors of rotation in any plane 

as the labyrinth contains three pairs of mutually orthogonal semi-circular canals. This 

allows the inputs of the hVOR to define the three sub-reflexes of the angular vestibule- 

ocular reflex, one plane of rotation for each of the orientations of the three pairs of semi- 

circular canals. Horizontal angular acceleration is detected by the horizontal/lateral 

semicircular canals and mediates the hVOR. The horizontal canals are orientated at an 

angle of -22 degrees nose down from stereotaxic zero in cats (Markham and Curthoys, 

2972). 

The transduction of angular head movements into neural signals is the funct ion of 

the vestibular canals. The components of the canal consist of the bony canal. ampulla, 

perilymph, membranous labyrinth, endolymph, cupula and hair cells. The horizontal 

semicircular canal is a hollow tube that has a bulge ai one end, called the ampulla, where 

it fuses with the untricle. The boney tube is filled with a fluid called perilymph. lnside the 

canal is a membranous duct filled with another fluid, endolymph. Within the ampulla the 

membranous epitheliun: thickens into a region called the ampullary crest. It is here that 

the sensory hair cells are Iocated. The ampullary crest is covered by a gelatinous structure 

called the cupula that extends to the roof of the ampulla. When the head is roiated cilia 



embedded in the cupula bend as the interia forces of the endolymph cause the cupula to 

move in relation to the hair cells. 

Fluid motion in the rnembranous labyrinth is transfonned, by the stereocilia of the 

hair cells, into an electroîhemical potential in the hair cells and then into action 

potentials in primary vestibular afferents. This process transforms a response in 

proportion to acceleration (fluid motion) into a response that is proportional to head 

velocity (firing rate of primary afferents) at medium frequencies with an increasing phase 

lead at both high and low frequencies (Fernandez and Goldberg, 1971 ; Hullar and Minor, 

1999). 

1.2.2 Primary Vestibirlar Neurons 

The hair cells in the ampulla of the semicircular canals are innervated by the 

dendrites of neurons located in Scarpa's (vestibuiar) ganglion. The resting firing rate of 

primary afferents increases when hair cells are depolarized and decreases when hair cells 

hyperpolarize. The vestibular afferents have a base-line firing rate that is modified by the 

inputs from hair cells in the semicircular canals. 

Neurons in the vestibular nuclei receive sensory inputs via primary afferents from 

the vestibular end organs. In general, the sernicircular canals project to the rostral half of 

the vestibular complex, while the primary afferents related to the otolith organs terminate 

in the caudal half of the vestibular complex (Gacek, 1969). 

The individual semicircular canals terminate in a canal-specific manner in the 

vestibular nuclei. Electrophysiological (Highstein, 1973; Ohgaki et al., 1988; Uchino et 



al., 1 982) and molphological (Sato and Sasaki, 1993; Sato et al., 1989) studies have 

demonstrated that primary vestibular aflierents innervating the lateral canal terminate in 

the central and peripheral superior vestibular nucleus (SVN), rostral and middle media1 

vestibular nucleus ( M W )  and ventral lateral vestibular nucleus (vLVN). First-order 

neurons innervating the anterior canal, project mainly to the central and peripheral SVN 

(Uchino et al., 1982; Yamamoto et al., 1978). Fibers from the posterior canal terminate in 

the rostral MVN and the media1 SVN. 

When a subject's head is rotated from side to side there is a conjugate pair of 

canals that stimulate the hVOR. The rotation of the head towards one side will cause an 

increase in the firing rates of afferents on the ipsilateral (same side) side and a decrease of 

primary afferent activity on the contralateral (opposite side) side from which one is 

rotated (Goldberg and Femandez, 1976). 

The primary inputs to the horizontal hVOR are the lateral canals, while the eye 

movements elicited by rotations are produced by a combination of excitation and 

inhibition of the media1 and lateral recti of both eyes. The sensory motor transformation, 

which must occur to transform angular velocity, encoded by the primary vestibular 

neurons, into eye position signals, as coded by eye movement motoneurons, is performed 

by a network of neurons Iocated in the vestibular nuclei, nucleus hypoglossi and 

cerebelium. 



1.2.3 Paihways Mediuting the hYOR 

Neurons in the vestibular nuclei receive sensory information related to head 

position and head velocity from the peripheral vestibular end organs, proprioceptive 

inputs directly or indirectly, via the cerebelium, fiom the spinal cord, and visual inputs 

fiom the inferior olive as well as indirectly through connections with the flocculus and 

fastigial nucleus of the cerebellum. 

The pathways rnediating the hVOR have classically been viewed as a three- 

neuron reflex arc involving first-order neurons in Scarpa's ganglion, second-order 

neurons in the vestibular cornplex, and motoneurons in the extraocular motor nuclei 

(Baker et al., 198 1 ; Lorente de No, 1933; Szentagothai, 1950). This pathway is thought to 

mediate the open loop, normal operation of the hVOR. In addition, pathways through the 

cerebellum as well as intemuclear connections carried by the vestibular commissure have 

been demonstrated to play a role in different aspects of the hVOR including velocity 

storage, spatial tuning and motor learning. Fint, the main connections of the vestibular 

nuclei are described after whic h the particular connections of behaviorall y identi fied 

neurons are noted with particular reference to the role that these neurons could play in 

motor learning (see fig 3). 

The hVOR is mediated by second-order vestibular neurons located in the rostral 

media1 vestibular nucleus ( M W )  and Iateral vestibular nucleus (LVN) (Highstein, 1973; 

McCrea et al., l987b; Scudder and Fuchs, 1992; Uchino et al., 1982). Secondary 

vestibular neurons make reciprocal excitatory projections to the contralateral, and 

inhibitory projections to the ipsilateral abducens nuclei respectively 



Neural Network Mediating the VOR 

( Abducens 2 

Fig 3. A schematic of the basic neural pathways mediating the VOR is shown. Excitatory connections sue 
shown with unt'lled triangles and inhibitory connections by tllled triangles. The vestibular afferents make excitatory 
connections with a number of difirent behaviorally identiticd neurons. Position-vestibular-pause neurons (PVP). 
flocullar target neurons (FTN) and vestibular only neurons (VO).Unfilled neurons are type 1 neurons, blac k filled 
neurons act as type II neurons while gray neurons act as either type I or type II neurons. The commissure, originating 
in the contralateral vestibuiar nucleus is shotvn 10 make escitatory connections wiih FTNs and Type II neurons 
where the Type Ii neuron acts as an interneuron in the inhibitory commissural. 



(Belknap and McCrea, 1988; Broussard et al.. 1995; Carleton and Carpenter, 1983; 

Carpenter and Cowie, 1985; Carpenter, 1988; Isu and Yokota, t 983; McCrea et al., 

1 987b; Ohgaki et al., 1 988) where synaptic co~ections are made primai ly on dendritic 

processes (Destombes and Rouviere, 198 1). 

In addition to the reciprocal connections of the vestibular nuclei (rostral M W  and 

L W )  with abducens motoneurons described above, there exists a direct excitatory 

second-order vestibular input to medial rectus motoneurons that originates from neurons 

in the ventral portion of the L W  (vLVN). The vLVN is a subdivision of the LVN that is 

known to receive inputs from the vestibular labyrinth and project to brainstem areas that 

control horizontal eye movements. Unlike in the M W ,  some neurons located in the 

vLVN project ipsilaterally via the ascending tract of Deiters (Baker and Highstein, 1 978; 

Carleton and Carpenter, 1983; Furuya and Markham, 198 1; Nguyen et al., 1999; Reisine 

et al., 1981). The ascending tract of Deiters projects to ipsilateral media1 rectus 

motoneurons and conveys a strong head velocity but weak eye position signal to 

motoneurons. 

1 2 . 3  .a Neural Response during hVOR 

Neurons located in the M W ,  SVN, LVN and vLVN involved in mediating the 

hVOR have been classified into different groups based on the synaptic connections of 

each neuron as well as its behavior during both the hVOR and smooth pursuit eye 

movements. Physiologically, vestibular neurons can be classified into two principal 

groups based on their responses to head rotations (Duensing and Schaefer, 1958): 



1) Type I neurons, which increase their !king rates for rotation toward the 

ipsilateral side and 

2) Type II neurons, which increase their firing rates for rotations towards the 

contralateral side. 

Type 1 neurons have been considered the output of the vestibular nucleus and have been 

found to receive monosynaptic excitatory input fiom the ipsilateral labyrinth and 

trisynaptic inhibitory inputs from the contralateral labyrinth (Ohgaki et al., 1 988; 

Shimazu md Precht, 1966). Type 11 neurons have been considered as intemeurons in the 

vestibular commissure, which connects the two vestibular nuclei (Shimazu and Precht, 

1966). These neurons have traditionally been thought to receive no direct input from the 

ipsilateral vestibular labyrinth and disynaptic excitatory inputs from the contralateral 

labyrinth (Shimazu and Precht, 1966). The efferents of the vestibular nucleus include 

connections to the vestibulospinal and vestibulo-ocular pathways. The efferents involved 

in the hVOR include projections from the rostral MVN and ventral division of the LW 

and project to the abducens nucleus bilaterally (Carpenter, 1988). 

1.2.3 .b Neural Responses during Smooth Pursui t and VOR Cancelation 

The behavioral characterization of neurons using head rotational direction as the 

reference have provided an insuficient basis for explaining functions mediated by 

secondary hVOR interneurons. Neurons in the vestibular nucleus have been implicated in 

the more general fùnction of gaze stabilization because neurons within the vestibular 

nucleus cany signals associated with various eye movement signals, including smooth 

pursuit (Lisberger et al., 1994a; Scudder and Fuchs, 1992), saccades (Cheron et al., 1996; 



Lisberger et al., 1 994a) and static eye position (Lisberger et al., 1994a)- together with 

head velocity signals (Scudder and Fuchs, 1992). These neurons have been identified and 

classified, not only based on their behavioral responses, but also on the synaptic inputs 

each neuron receives. The four principal hVOR intemeurons, which have been identified, 

are position vestibular pause neurons (PVP), floccular target neurons (FTN), vestibular 

only neurons (VO) and burst tonic neurons (BT). 

Position vestibular pause (PVP) neurons have been identified as the principal 

intemeurons in the three-neuron arc mediating the hVOR (Scudder and Fuchs, 1992; 

Tomlinson and Robinson, 1984). Most PVPs behave like type 1 neurons during the hVOR 

while having eye velocity sensitivity npposite in direction to that of head velocity 

(Lisberger et al., 1994b; Scudder and Fuchs, 1992). They also pause during some 

saccades (Lisberger et al., 1994b; Scudder and Fuchs, 1992). PVP neurons receive input 

from the ipsilateral vestibular nerve at monosynaptic latencies and project directly to 

extraocular motoneurons (McCrea ei al., 1 987b). The input from the contralateral 

vestibular labyrinth to PVP neurons has not been explicitly identified, however, since 

PVP neurons are type 1 neurons it is likely that they receive an inhibitory input from the 

vestibular labyrinth via the vestibular commissure. It has been found that 88 % of 

neurons receiving input via the inhibitory commissure, project to the contralateral 

flocculus (Highstein et al., 1987). In addition PVP neurons have not been found to 

receive input fiom the flocculus (Lisberger et al., 1994b). The synaptic connections of 

PVP neurons make them a candidate to experience plastic changes, via the inhibitory 

commissure, during recovery from a peripheral vestibular lesion (Dieringer and Precht, 



1977; Dieringer and Pmht, 1979a; Dieringei and Precht, 1979b; Galiana et al., 200 1 ; 

Galiana et al., 1984; Graham and Dutia, 2001; Precht et al., 1966). 

The second major grouping of hVOR interneurons, FTNs, receive inhibition from 

Purkinje cells (P-cells) in the flocculus at monosynaptic latencies (Lisberger and 

Paveloko, 1988; Quim and Baker, 1998; Sato et al., 1988). FTNs are considered to 

receive excitatory input from the ipsilateral and contralateral vestibular labyrinths at 

mono- and multisynaptic latencies respectively (Broussard and Lisberger, 1992). Unlike 

PVPs, FRùs usually have head and eye velocity sensitivity in the same direction. with a 

majority of cells having contralateral on directions (Broussard and Lisberger, 1992; 

Lisberger et al., 199421). FTNs have been considered to be equivalent to eye-head- 

velocity neurons (EHV) due to a similarity in each group of neurons behavior during 

smooth pursuit, hVOR cancellation and the normal hVOR (Broussard and Lisberger, 

1992; Lisberger et al., 1994a; Scudder and Fuchs, 1992; Zhang et al., 1995). The synaptic 

connections of FTNs make them likely candidates for plastic changes during optically 

induced learning (Lisberger, 1994). The responses of FTNs have been shown to change 

afler leaming in the hVOR (Lisberger et al., 1994~). The classification of FTNs described 

above is based on studies in monkeys. FTNs, that likely cany horizontal eye and head 

signals, have also been found in cats (Baker et al., 1972; Quinn and Baker, 1998; Sato et 

al., 1988). 

A third group of neurons found in the vestibular nucleus are vestibular only 

neurons (VU). They carry head velocity signals but no signal relating to eye movements 

(Cheron et al., 1996; Scudder and Fuchs, 1992). They are either type 1 or type iI. Type 1 

VO neurons receive monosynaptic input fiom the ipsilateral vestibular nerve, inhibitory 



input from the contralateral labyrinth and send axons ta the contralateral flocculus 

(Cheron et al., 1996; Highstein et al., 1987). 

The Purkinje cells that provide inputs to FTNs are located in the flocculus and 

paraflocculus (Broussard and Lisberger, 1992; Lisberger et al., 1994c; Lisberger, 1988; 

Quinn and Baker, 1998; Sato et al., 1988). P-cells in the flocculus receive input via 

climbing fibers from the inferior olive and via mossy fibers that originate in the 

brainstem. The climbing fibers carry visual information and synapse on both FTNs and P- 

cells (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978). The mossy fiber inputs first synapse on granule cells 

which in tum form parallel fibers and make multiple excitatory synapses on P-cells as 

well as ont0 inhibitory interneurons. The mossy fiben, which arise from vestibular 

primary afferents and secondary vestibular neuron, cany information about head and eye 

motion (Cheron et al ., 1 996; Lisberger and Fuchs, 1 978). Climbing fibers produce 

complex spikes in P-cells while mossy fibers cause simple-spikes in P-cells. The 

cerebellum has long been implicated in motor leaming and P-cells in the flocculus have 

been shown to change their firing pattern afler optical ly induced leaming (Lisberger el 

al., 1994c; Miles et al., 1 980c; Nagao, 1989). However, the role that these changes have 

in mediating changes in the hVOR gain is under debate. 

1.3 Optically Induced Learniag 

Ito (1972, 1982) proposed that the site of motor learning, for driving optically 

induced gain changes in the hVOR, is in the floccular complex of the cerebellurn. ho's 

hypothesis is that changes in hVOR gain are controlled by the strength of vestibular 



inputs to Purkinje cells. Synchronous activity of climbing fiber and mossy fibets causes 

plastic changes to occur in the mossy fiber inputs to Ptells. Support for this view has 

been supplied by ablation experirnents that showed that optically induced learning is 

prevented, without affecting the normal operation of the hVOR, if the entire cerebellum, 

whole flocculus and ventral paraflocculus are removed (Lisberger and Miles, 1984; 

Nagao, 1983; Robinson, 1976). Also, blockage of Purkinje ce11 activity, using chemical 

(McElligott et al., 1998) or genetic methods (de Zeeuw et al., 1998a), and comparison of 

mice without Purkinje cells, known as lrrrcher mice, with wild type mice (de Zeeuw et 

al., 1998b) demonstrated the necessity of Purkinje cells and therefore the need of a 

cerebellar pathway for hVOR learning. In addition, Purkinje cells in the flocculus have 

been shown to change their firing pattern along with gain changes in the hVOR (Nagao, 

1989). However. it has been demonstrated that shutting down the simple-spike activity of 

the flocculus using 7 Hz electrical stimulation of climbing fibers does not abolish long- 

term adapted hVOR gain changes (Luebke and Robinson, 1994). Hence, it can be 

concluded that the modifiable synapses involved in the memory of VOR gain changes are 

located in extracerebellar sites in the brain stem. 

Although changes in the firing pattern of floccular Purkinje cells have 

consistently been associated with optically induced hVOR gain changes (Miles et al., 

1980b; Nagao, 1989), the role of floccular P-cells in hVOR plasticity has been questioned 

(Lisberger, 1994; Miles and Lisberger, 198 1). The changes in firing patterns in floccular 

P-cells associated with optically induced motor leaming have not been shown to be 

compatible with Ito's hypothesis. It has been found that P-cells change their sensitivity in 

an inappropriate manner to drive gain changes in the hVOR (Lisberger, 1994; Miles and 



Lisberger, 1981). lnstead, it has been suggested that changes ia the vestibular inputs to 

floccular P-cells resist the instability in vestibulocerebellar circuitry that controls the 

hVOR and likely guide changes in the brainstem (Lisberger, 1994; Miles and Lisberger, 

1 98 1 ). The changes in response of P-cells have also been postulated to have a rnoditiable 

time course that is separate from observed changes in gain (Lisberger and Sejnowski, 

1992; Lisberger, 1994). Both hypotheses rely on plasticity in the P-cells that is dependent 

on simultaneous arriva1 of information from visual inputs, via climbing fibers and, 

vestibular inputs, via mossy fibers. 

The theories outlined above were based on behavioral and neurophysiological 

observations made when motor learning was induced using sinusoidal rotations at low 

frequencies (Lisberger, 1994; Miles and Eighmy, 1980a; Nagao, 1989). However, 

observations made using a wider range of stimulus frequencies to induce motor leaming 

indicate that plasticity induced by synchronous activity of climbing fiber and mossy fiber 

inputs to P-cells is  not sufficient CO drive and/or guide hVOR gain changes (Raymond and 

Lisberger, 1998; Raymond and Lisberger, 1996). Instead, it has been proposed that there 

is a single form of plasticity in which climbing fiber activity induces a change in 

vestibular synapses, to P-cells only or P-cells and FTNs, that are active 100 rns earlier 

(Raymond and Lisberger, 1 998; Raymond and L isberger, 2000). Raymond and Lisberger 

(1998,2000) have also proposed that there may be multiple mechanisms of motor 

leaming in the hVOR, which are activated by different combinations of stimuli. 

In studies that have induced optically induced leaming in unilaterally vestibulo- 

pathic animals it has been concluded that although some of the mechanisms of leaming 

are the sarne some of them may be different (Broussard et al., 1999b; Broussard and 



Hong, 1999; Maioli and Precht, 1985). One possible mediating pathway, which has been 

implicated in the recovery from peripheral vestibular lesions, is the vestibular 

commissure, which has also been shown to be necessary for optically induced motor 

learning in cats (Cheron, 1990). 

1.4 The Vestibular Commissure 

Previous anatomical studies of the commissural pathways utilizing wonal 

degeneration and retrograde tracing methods have demonstrated extensive connections 

between the bilateral vestibular nuclei. Commissural connections have been classified as 

either homotopic or heterotopic (see fig 4). Homotopic connections link neurons in the 

sarne anatomical location on each side of the brain while, a heterotopic commissure 

connects different anatomical areas on each side of the brainstem. 

Most of the vestibular nuclei have homotopic commissural connections. Major 

commissural connections have been described between the SVN (Brodal, 1972; Gacek, 

1978; Ito et al., 1984; Ito et al., 1985; Ladpli and Brodal, 1968; Pompeiano et al., 1978) 

and MVN (Ladpli and Brodal, 1968; McCrea et al., l987b; Pornpeiano et al., 1978). 

Minor cornmissural projections have been described for the LW (Ito et al., 1984; Ito et 

al., 1985; Ladpli and Brodal, 1968). Secondary hVOR newons in the MVN have been 

shown, both anatomically and electrophysiologically to simultaneously provide collateral 

projections to the contralateral M W  as well as to extraocuiar motor nuclei (McCrea et 
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Fig 4. Shown is an exaniple of  a homotopic (A) and hrirrotopic (B) panern of  connsctions. A homotopic cornmtssurc 
connccts ncurons in thc same nuclci whilc a hctrrotopic commissure connects ncurons in ditl'crsnt nuclci. 

al., l987b; Nakao et al., 1982; Ohgaki et al., 1988). However, secondarder hVOR 

neurons in the SVN do not provide collateral projections to the contralateral SVN in 

single cell-injection experiments (McCrea et al., 1987a). 

Knowing the major connections between different nuclei only provides a rough 

idea about the fimctional connections between newons within these nuclei. In order to 

investigate the connections between neurons mediating the hVOR more thoroughly, the 

commissure connection between hVOR neurons has been studied electrophysiologically 

(Mano et al., 1968; Shimani, 1972; Shimazu and Precht, 1966). It was found that 

excitatory responses in type II neurons were consistently activated prior to the inhibitory 

responses in type 1 neurons (Shimazu and Precht, 1966). Hence, a disynaptic pathway bas 



been proposed to exist in which secondary type I vestibular neurons project across the 

midline to contralateral type II interneurons, which in tum inhibit contralateral type 1 

neurons. In addition an excitatory commissure has been confirmed as the input to FTNs 

(Broussard and Lisberger, 1992). 

The function of the vestibular commissure pathway remains poorly understood. 

Physiologically, the vestibular commissure is largely inhibitory ((Mano et al., 1968; 

Shimazu, 1972; Shimazu and Precht, 1966), and a number of propositions have been put 

forward about the role the commissure pathway might play: 

The contralateral inhibition of the vestibular nuclei may play a role in amplifiing 

the vestibular response (Kasahara and Uchino, 197 1 ; Smith and Cuthroys. 1989). 

The vestibular commissure has been implicated as part of the oculomotor neural 

integrator (Anastasio and Robinson, 199 1 ; Galiana et al., 200 1 ; Godaux and 

Cheron, 1993; Tharn et al., 1989). 

The vestibular commissure is thought to play a role in velocity storage (Galiana et 

al., 200 1 ; Godaux and Cheron, 1993; Tham et al., 1 989). 

The vestibular commissure has been implicated in recovery fiom unilateral 

vestibular lesions (Cartwright et al., 1999; Dieringer and Precht, 1977; Dieringer 

and Precht, 1979a; Dieringer and Precht, 1 979b; Gaiiana et al., 200 1 ; Galiana et 

al., 1984; Graham and Dutia, 200 1 ; Precht et al., 1966; Ymanaka et al., 2000). 

The role of the vestibular commissure in the hVOR has stimulated much debate in VOR 

physiology. Its role in the recovery of the hVOR fiom unilateral vestibular darnage has 

been a point of contention and this has led to the hVOR being used as one of the main 

systems within which the neural basis of learning has been investigated. 



1 .S Lesion Induced Plasticity 

The mechanisms of recovery after peripheral vestibular damage are not well 

understood and are still under debate (Cartwright and Curthoys, 1996; Cartwright et al., 

1999; Galiana et al., 200 1 ; Graham and Dutia, 200 1 ; Hess et al., 2000; Yamanaka et al., 

2000). An important piece of information in any investigation of neural plasticity is the 

locus of the plasticity; the particular synapse or structure in a neural pathway that 

undergoes changes in response to learning. Our knowledge about the sites of plasticity 

after peripheral damage to the vestibular apparatus is limited as compared to our 

knowledge about optically induced learning. Learning is needed after unilateral darnage 

to the vestibular apparatus, such as a labrynthectomy or canal plug as the sensory input 

has been reduced or eliminated and the hVOR becomes reduced and asymmetric (see 

section 1.1.2). The mechanisms that control recovery from peripheral damage are not 

thoroughly understood but are thought to be partially shared with those that control 

optically induced leaming (Broussard et al., 1999b; Maioli and Precht, 1985). 

Some of the mechanisms for learning aAer vestibular damage has occurred are 

likely different to the mechanisms utilized during optically induced learning. This most 

likely occurs because there is sensory loss rather than just an altering of visual feedback. 

The unilateral loss of sensory input results in syrnptoms that are asymmetric in nature and 

this has lead to investigations into how subjects c m  improve the syrnmetry of the 

pathways mediating the hVOR. The two anatomical areas of focus have been the 



periphery, including primary vestibular neurons and the vestibular labyrinth, and the 

neural network mediating the hVOR in the brainstem. 

It has been assumed that peripheral vestibular darnage, including canal plugs, 

labyrinthectomies and neurectomies, cause a complete loss of dynarnic and static input 

fiom the vestibular labyrinth in question (dynarnic in the case of canal plugs; both static 

and dynarnic for labyrinthectomies and neurectomies). The consequence of peripheral 

vestibular damage is reduced neural output to eye movement motoneurons and a lower 

hVOR gain. For this reason, plasticity in the hVOR pathway has usually been assumed to 

occur in the central neural pathways mediating the hVOR. Most of the earlier studies of 

hVOR plasticity after unilateral vestibular damage focused on the vestibular commissure 

as the locus of plasticity as its anatomical co~ect ion  make it ideally placed for the 

rebalancing of activity between the ipsi- and contralesional sides that appears to be 

necessary. 

Two essential theories were put forth involving the vestibular commissure. One 

postulated that the inhibitory commissure projecting to secondary vestibular neurons is 

involved in the leaming process (Broussard and Hong, 1999; Galiana et al., 1984; 

Graham and Dutia, 200 1 ; Precht et al., 1966; Vibert et al., 1999b; Yarnanaka et al., 

2000). This suggestion was based on evidence that the inhibitory commissure has 

increased transmission efficacy after labyrinthectomy in anesthetized cats from the 

contralateral labyrinth to ipsilesional type I neurons. Along the same lines it was found in 

fiogs that after a hemilabyrinthectomy, the excitatory commissure fiom the intact side 

had increased synaptic efficacy while that fiom the damaged side showed no change 

(Dieringer and Precht, 1977; Dieringer and Precht, 1979a; Dieringer and Precht, 1979b). 



Dieringer and Precht (1979b) aiso found that the inhibitory input fiom the cerebellum and 

brainstem to secondary vestibular neurons on the damaged side increased in parallel with 

the increases in excitatory inputs from the commissure in chronically 

hemilabyrinthectomized frogs (Dieringer and Precht, 1977; Diennger and Precht, 1979a; 

Dieringer and Precht, 1979b). 

In computational models of hVOR adaptation, compensation due to vestibular 

sensory loss has been modeled and the role of the vestibular commissure has been the 

focus of many of these studies. Vestibular commissure changes have been successfùl in 

models in bringing about compensatory behavior for both recovery from nystagmus 

(Cartwright and Curthoys, 1996; Cartwright et al., 1999; Galiana et cil., 1984; Graham 

and Dutia, 200 1 ) and hVOR performance (Anastasio, 1992; Cartwright et ai., 1999; 

Galiana et ai., 200 1; Galiana et al., 1984; Graham and Dutia, 2001). 

In order to recover from a nystagmus, it has been proposed that either the efficacy 

of the commissure needs to decrease (Galiana et al., 1984; Graham and Dutia, 2001) or 

the extralabyrhthine inputs to ipsilesional vestibular neurons needs to increase 

(Cartwright and Curthoys, 1996; Fetter and Zee, 1988). It has been suggested that 

recovery of static vestibular symptoms is possible without the commissure (Smith et al., 

1986). However, in this study the locus of the lesion was not confirrned and hence the 

vestibular commissure may still have been intact. In accordance with the models 

suggesting a role for the vestibular commissure a decrease in the GABAergic inputs to 

ipsilesional vestibular neurons has been found to decrease following unilateral 

labyrinthectomy (Johnston et al., 200 1 ; Yarnanaka et al., 2000). 



The role of the vestibular commissure in the recovery of hVOR performance has 

been modeled with an increase in the inhibitory commissural efficacy (Cartwright et al., 

1 999; Galiana et al., 200 1 ; Galiana et al., 1984; Graham and Dutia, 200 1 ). The mode1 of 

Cartwright et al. (1999) proposed that the inhibitory connection between type II neurons 

and type 1 on the contralateral side increase their eficacy afler peripheral damage (either 

neurectomy or labyrinthectomy) but not the excitatory connection fiom contralesional 

type 1 to ipsilesional type Il neurons. This suggestion is consistent with previous 

experiments that implicated the inhibitory commissure in recovery of hVOR performance 

(Precht e l  al., 1966). 

In recent years thc behavioral data collected in peripherally lesioned animals as 

well as work on the hydromechanics of the vestibular labyrinth has lead to investigations 

into peripheral mechanisms that might contribute to vestibular compensation of mainly 

dynamic symptoms. It has been proposed that the semicircular canal afferent responses 

are not only due to endolymph flow but also changes in macromechanical pressure 

(Rabbit et al., 1995). A residual response in canal afferents has been seen in the toadfish 

after surgical plugging of a horizontal canal (Rabbit et al., 1999). This response was 

frequency dependent such that it was only present at higher frequencies and phase shifted 

by 90 O relative to that of the afferent responses fiom intact canals. Behavioral and 

modeling experiments on monkeys with canal plugs have s h o w  that the high fiequency 

recovery of the hVOR can be modeled by changing the dynamics of the plugged canal 

afferents (Yakushin et al., 1998) and that the changes in spatial tuning of the hVOR after 

canal plugging may in part be due to regained residual function of the plugged canals 

(Hess et al., 2000). 



In cats t h e  does not appear to be the same degree of recovery in residual 

function of a plugged canal (Jones and Broussard, submitted). The residual function of 

plugged canals at less than 2 Hz is small. The gain of the hVOR in cats with bilateral 

plugs of the horizontal canals is less than 0.1 (Jones and Broussard, submitted). This 

amount of residual canal function is unlikely to be sufficient to cause the recovery seen in 

the hVOR response afier peripheral unilateral vestibular damage. 

The mechanisms of vestibular compensation in the brainstem have been studied 

by recording neural activity in the vestibular nuclei. It has been reported that the resting 

discharge of neurons in the ipsilesional vestibular nuclei is reduced, just after a unilateral 

labyrinthectomy, and then recovers spontaneously (Newlands and Perachio, 1990a; 

Newlands and Perachio, 1 99Ob; Precht et al., 1966; Ried et al., 1984; Smith and 

Curthoys, 1988a; Smith and Curthoys, 1988b; Xem et al., 1983). However, there are 

discrepancies about what occurs in the contralateral vestibular nuclei afier a unilateral 

labyrinthectomy. The activity of type 1 neurons has been s h o w  to increase (cat: 

(Markham et al., 1977); guinea pig: (Ris et al., 1995; Ris and Godaux, 1 998; Smith and 

Cunhoys, 1988a; Smith and Cwthoys, 1988b; Vibert et al., 1999b), whereas no change 

has been reported in dbino rats and gerbils (albino rat: (Hamman and Lannou, 1988); 

gerbil: (Newlands and Perachio, 1990a). Together with increased activity, type 1 neurons 

have been shown to have a decreased sensitivity directly afler a unilateral 

labyrinthectomy (Ris and Godaux, 1998). 

It has been shown that the intrinsic excitability of ipsi-lesional MVN cells is 

increased afler a unilateral labyrinthectomy (Cameron and Dutia, 1997; Cameron and 

Dutia, 1999; Yamanaka et al., 2000). This increase in inhinsic excitability is thought to 



potentially play a role in the rebalancing of neural activity between the two vestibular 

nuclei after unilateral labyrinthectomies or neurectomies. Glucocorticoid receptor 

activation has been shown to be responsible for this (Cameron and Dutia, 1999). The 

administration of a glucocorticoid antagonist abolishes the increase in intrinsic 

excitability of neurons in the M W  as well as the associated behavioral recovery 

(Cameron and Dutia, 1999; Yamanaka et al., 2000). The mechanism implicated in 

creating the increased excitability of neurons in the ipsilesional MVN has been associated 

with a decreased efficacy of GABAA and GABAe receptors on neurons in the ipsilesional 

MVN afler a unilateral labyrinthectomy (Yamanaka et al., 2000). An analogous result 

was seen in fiogs for the inhibitory inputs fiom the contralesional vestibular nerve 

immediately afier unilateral labyrinthectomies (Dieringer and Precht, 1979b). 

Recent behavioral data suggests that plasticity due to peripheral damage, but not 

optically induce learning, causes changes in the direct hVOR pathways (Broussard et al., 

1999b). These experiments compared hVOR gain changes induced by vestibular damage 

with gain changes induced by wearing magnifying or rniniaturizing lenses. The above 

experiment suggests that the sites of plasticity involved in vestibular compensation and 

visually induced learning are probably different (at least some of them) (Broussard et al., 

1999b; Maioli and Precht, 1985). 
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Fig S. Shom is the same schematic view of the hVOR neural nenvork as in fig 3. Here the input from the left vestibular 
canal h a  k e n  blocked. In response to ihis blockage \se expect to see changes in the inhibitory cornmissural prithway from the 
contralesional c m d  to secondary hVOR interneurons on the ipsifesionaI side. In pmicular, Ive expect IO see an increased (as 
denoted by the thickcr lines) etficacy of the response to electricol stimulation (see r')  of the contmlaterd vestibular labyrinth 
in either type II, VO or PVP ipsilesional neurons. We also expect the VO and PVP neurons to behave like type 1 hVOR 
interneurons. 



1.6 Non-linear Neural Responses 

In addition to the role that vestibular neurons have in mediating adaptive changes 

in the hVOR after unilateral vestibular damage they may also be responsible for the non- 

linearities observed in the hVOR. As described earlier the hVOR exhibits a saturation for 

ipsilesional rotations aAer unilateral peripheral vestibular damage (see section 1.1 2). The 

dynamics of vestibular neurons have only been investigated in healthy animals. It has 

been observed that vestibular neurons have been found to have a decreasing sensitivity to 

rotations at higher amplitudes (Fuchs and Kimm, 1975; Melvill Jones and Milsum, 1970; 

Shinoda and Yoshida, 1974). 

1.7 Thesis Objectives 

The neural network that mediates the hVOR is organized bilaterally. The two 

sides are interconnected in a predominantly inhibitory manner, although important 

excitatory connections exist. This bilateral arrangement allows afferent inputs from one 

labyrinth to influence neurons on both sides of the brain stem and makes possible a push- 

pull organization between the two vestibular nuclei even when peripheral inputs are 

missing. Hence, here we propose that the recovery of dynamic symptoms associated with 

unilateral vestibular damage will be associated with increased transmission efficacy of 

the inhibitory commissure frorn the contralesional labyrinth to ipsilesional secondary 

VOR interneurons. The response of horizontal vestibular neurons on the ipsilesional 



side to elecvicai stimulation of the contralateral vestibular labyrinth of healthy cats is 

compared with that of neurons from cats that have recovered fiom unilateral vestibular 

damage. The expectation is to see an increase in the magnitude of the inhibitory and 

excitatory commissural inputs to type 1 and type II vestibular neurons respectively (fig 5). 

The second project looks at the response of vestibular neurons during sinusoidal 

rotations at different amplitudes. The objective is to determine if and how activity in the 

vestibular nuclei influences the hVOR behavior observed in both healthy and unilaterally 

vestibule-pathic animals. In particular the cut-off behavior of neurons is investigated in 

order to determine if it contributes to the eye velocity saturation observed during 

ipsilesional rotations after unilateral peripheral vestibular darnage. 



2. Methods 

The study consisted of two parts, both focusing on the behavior of vestibular 

neurons after peripheral vestibular damage. The main set of experiments involved 

comparing the eficacy of neural transmission from the contralateral labyrinth to 

horizontal vestibular neurons on the ipsilesional side of the brainstem in order to evaluate 

the role this pathway has in vestibular compensation. The second set of experiments 

investigated neural correlates of eye movement saturation dunng high velocity sinusoidal 

rotations. The various components of the experiments are described below. 

2.1 Subjects Used 

Five male neutered cats (J, M, N, Q and V) aged 2 to 4 years of age were used in 

the electrophysiological experiments and one female cat (1) was used for behavioral 

cornparison with cat J. The cats were housed in a room where they interacted with other 

cats during the day, while they were kept in separate cages at night. Dr. A. Priesol 

collected the data for cats M and N at an earlier tirne, using similar methods to those 

described below. The animal care cornmittee of the University Health Network approved 

al1 procedures. 

Neurons were recorded in cats J, N, Q and V before peripheral vestibular darnage 

occurred. Canal plugs were performed on cats M and Q while cat J experienced a 

spontaneous vestibular lesion. Each cat was allowed to compensate from its peripheral 

vestibular lesion for at least I month before post-lesion neurons were recorded. In cat M 



post-lesion neurons were recorded fiom 3 to 9 months following the plugging of the 

horizontal canal. Post-lesion neurons were recorded in cat Q fiom 4 weeks to 7 months 

subsequent to the canal plug surgery. Post-lesion neurons were recorded starting 6 weeks 

d e r  cat J experienced a spontaneous vestibular lesion and continued for 7 months. 

2.2 Training 

The experiments required the subject cats to sit passively in a box during natural 

and electrical vestibular stimulation while neurons were recorded in the brainstem. These 

experiments often lasted more then 2 hours. It was important that the cat not attrmpt to 

move its head during the recordings, as this would have resulted in not being able to 

maintain stable contact with a neuron. Two to five months of training was required to get 

a cat ready for single unit recordings. 

The training procedures occuned in stages so as to get the cat used to the 

apparatus (see fig 6) and make it feel as cornfortable as possible. The first stage of the 

training consisted of placing the cat in a cloth bag, with its head exposed. and rewarding 

it when it remained calrn. The cat was then placed in the box in the bag until it was 

cornfortable sitting there for at least 30 minutes. Finally, afier the eye coi1 and head 

holder were surgically attached, the cats were trained to sit comfortably while in the box 

with its head held perfectly still via its head holder. The cats were enticed to remain calm 

in the box via a combination of food reward and extensive petting. 
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Fig 6. A cartoon of the experimentd setup is shown. A. the h n t  view is shown. B. The 
side view is shown. The cats rnovements are resüained using the head holder attached to 
its skull. nie head holder is attached to the table via the head p s t  and plexus glas 
bridge. Dun'ng electrical and rotational stimulation of the vestibular labyrinths eye 
movements (A) and cellular activity (B) are recordeci. In A the m w s  under the eye 
denote movements during electrical stimulation of the cab right ear (thick line) as well 
as rotations towarâs that side. 



A total of four surgeries were required to prepare each cat for single unit 

recordings followed by an additional surgery to perform a canal plug. The pre- and post- 

operative care of the animals was identical for the different surgeries. 

Before surgery the cat was injected intramuscularly with -0.1 mlkg of premix 

(containing Demerol, Acepromazine, and Atropine). When the cats were relaxed they 

were then anaesthetized using a mask that was held over their nose and mouth that 

administered 3-4 % isofîurane gas. After a cat was asleep an endotracheal tube (size 3.0- 

4.0) was inserted and the isoflurane gas was hence administered through the tube. The 

level of isoflurane gas was constantly monitored and adjusted according to the cat's heart 

rate. The level of isoflurane administered was adjusted such that the cas'  heart rate 

remained above 100 bpm. The cat was also fitted with an i.v. and placed on an i.v. drip of 

0.9% saline. 

Immediately following surgeries the cats were given 1 ml of penlong (penicillin) 

and 0.1 ml of Buprenorphine (an analgesic) intrarnuscularly. The following moming the 

cat was again given an injection of 0.1 ml of Buprenorphine. For seven days post- 

surgery, the animals received 2 pills per day of 62.5 mg of clavarnox, a prophylactic 

antibiotic. 



2.3. I Head Holder Surgery 

In order to hold the cats' head still during the experiment a head holder was 

attached to the cats' skull. The head holder surgery involved attaching a shon cylindrical 

metal rim (hence known as the head holder) to the cat's skull with cortical screws and 

dental acrylic. The head holder was usually implanted during the same surgery as the eye 

coil. The cat was placed in a stereotaxic device. Self-tapping short cortical screws (6 mm) 

were screwed into the skull attaching 3-4 fixation plates to the skull. The head holder was 

then moved into position and attached to the fixation plates with dental acrylic either 

above stereotaxic zero (cats I,N and M) or 5 mm rostral to stereotaxic zero (cats J, Q and 

V). The head holder was designed to rigidly connect the cats skull to a metal post 

attached to the frame of the box (fig 6) thus ensuring no head movement during 

experiments. 

2.3.2 Eye Coil Implantation 

In order to measure eye movements a coil of wire was attached to the sclera of 

one of the cat's eyes. Currents induced in the wire by oscillating magnetic fields were 

used to estimate the cats eye position. Eye coils were crafted from Teflon insulated steel 

wire. Each coil was made from approximately 20-30 cm of wire and consisted of three 

tums (see fig 7). The diameter of the coil was detennined by the size of a cat's eye such 

that it could fit onto the sclera without bending or touching the comea. The eye coils 

were usually surgically inserted at the same time as the head holder. This involved 



Fig 7. Shown is a diagram of the eye mils used to measure eye movements. Oscillating magnetic field 
induce varying electric currents in the wire depending on the orientation of the eye. 

retracting the nictitating membrane, suturing the eye coil to the sclera and attaching the 

leads of the eye coil to a connector on the cats' head. In order to retract the nictitating 

membrane and reduce swelling Diphenyl-T eye drops were administered at least 30 

minutes before each surgery began. 

To implant the eye coil the sciera was exposed and the eye coil was attached 

directly to it with four sutures. The sutures used were 6-0 braided polyester fiber (6-0 

mersilene made by Ethicon). The coil was placed posterior to the comea, but anterior to 

the extraocular muscles. The lose ends of the coil were then passed under the skin lateral 

to the cats eye up to a small exposed piece of skull near the front of the cats head. Here 

the coil ends were soldered to a two-pronged male connecter (Winchester plug). The 

Winchester socket was attached via dental acrylic to the supraorbital bone with two or 

three 2mm self-tapping cortical screws. 



2.3.3 Ear Surgeries 

Ear surgeries were performed for two purposes. First, stimulating electrodes were 

irnplanted for electrical stimulation of the vestibular apparatus. Second, the horizontal 

canal was plugged in order to prevent sensory transduction. Both surgeries were initiated 

by exposing the temporal bone. The extemal auditory pathway was then followed until 

the incus was observed. The horizontal canal was recognized by its orientation in the 

head; a portion of the incus is parallel to  the horizontal canal. The next step in the surgery 

depended on whether an electrode was to be implanted or the lateral canal was to be 

plugged. 

The implanted ear electrodes were constructed frorn Teflon insulated silver wire 

(Leico Industries, Inc.). There were two parts to each electrode. One was placed in the 

perilymph of the vestibule between the oval and round window of the imer ear while, the 

indifferent electrode was placed in the middle ear. 

The canal plugs involved filling the canal with periosteum and bone dust and 

acted as the lesion portion of these experiments. This procedure was performed on the 

right ear of cat Q and the left ear of cat M. 

2.3.4 Recording Cylinder Surgery 

In order to gain access to the vestibular nuclei it was necessary to make a hole in 

the skull. To protect the exposed area o f  brain, above the cerebellum, a cylinder was 



attached to the skull and kept covered with a plastic cap. The centre of the cylinder was 

aimed at the midline of the brain at the level of the abducens motor nuclei. The cylinders 

were angled at a 30' caudal angle from stereotaxic upright. This placed the cylinders over 

the cerebellurn such that the centre of the cylinder was aimed through the fourth ventricle 

to the level of the abducens motor nuclei. 

2.4 Data Acquisition 

The hVOR involves the generation of eye movements due to vestibular 

stimulation, therefore it was important accurate estimates of eye and head velocity could 

be made. Below the methods for acquiring eye movements, head movements and cellular 

activity are described. 

2.4.1 Eye Movemenf Recordings 

In order to estimate eye movements, eye position measurements were made using 

the Helmholtz field coil-sciera search coil technique. This involves different currents 

induced in the eye coil being associated with different eye positions. The currents are 

produced by oscillating magnetic fields and are dependent on the position of the eye 

within the cats' head. Dual oscillating magnetic fields were generated by two 

perpendicular field coils (Rernmel Labs). The horizontal field oscillated at 50 kHz with 

an amplitude of +/- 12 V while the vertical field oscillates at 75 kHz also with an 

amplitude of +/- 12 V. The oscillating magnet fields induce an inductive electric current 

in the sclera search coil that was separated into horizontal and vertical components by its 



fiequency of modulation, either 50 or 75 kHz. The horizontal and vertical components 

were low-pass filtered electronically with a corner fiequency of 500 Hz and digitized by a 

Pentium-based computer. 

When digitizing the eye position data for use by a computer the sampling rate of 

eye position depended on the stimulus. For velocity pulses and electrical stimulation the 

sampling rate was 1000 Hz. The sarnpling rate for sinusoidal rotation was 130 Hz for a 

stimulus frequency, j: of 0.5 Hz and 200* f for frequencies greater then 0.65 Hz. AI1 data 

were filtered with a stopband filter of 55-65 Hz using a second-order virtual Butterworth 

filter with a roll off at 50 Hz. The Remmel magnetic search coil system was left on 

continuously and calibrated frequently using search coils, identical to those implanted in 

the cats, attached to a protractor. 

The eye coils implanted in each cat were calibrated after implantation by rotating 

the cat at a constant velocity for 400 rns while the lights were on. This meant that the cat 

could see its surroundings and. while it was kept alert, we could assume its ability to 

fixate was optimal and hence eye velocity divided by head velocity was equal to 1. This 

allowed us to presume that eye velocity was equal in magnitude to head velocity. Hence, 

we could assign each cat a calibration factor independent of the Remmel magnetic search 

coil system. This meant that even if the search coil system changed slightly we could 

make adjustments to it without having to recalculate the calibration factor of the cats' eye 

coils. 



2.42 Head Movement Recordings 

Moving the table to which the cat was firmly attached generated the head 

rnovements. A tachometer measured the angular velocity of the 30 fi-lb motor that 

produced the table motion (Neurokinetics). The output of the tachometer was digitized 

and interpreted as head velocity. 

2.43 Extracel lu Iar Recordings 

Ce11 activity was recorded with glass coated platinum-iridium (Pt-Ir) electrodes 

with an impedance of 3-8 MR, as measured at 1000 Hz using an impedance checker 

(Frederick Haer & Co. part 40-60-2B). The electrodes consisted of three separate parts. 

The Pt-Ir wire (.005") of length 1.5-2.5 mm inserted in 26-gauge needle stock. This 

complex was inserted in a 2 1 -gauge needle stock tube. 

The process of fabncating the electrodes began with the straightening of the Pt-lr 

wire. This was done by rolling it between two pieces of plexi glass with rough surfaces 

or, m i n g  a current through the wire while it was held straight. The tip of the Pt-Ir wire 

was shaped by dipping it in a saturated solution of sodium cyanide (NaCN) while m i n g  

an alternating current through the solution (V,-10 mV). The recording end of the 

electrode, excluding the tip of the Pt-Ir wire, was covered in solder glass. The exposed 

part of the hypodemic tubing was then insulated with epoxy paint (Dupont, 25P). The 



whole electrode was then baked in a oven at 6Q°C over night. AU electrodes, either new 

or previously used, were sterilized in an oven at 60°C for a minimum of 12 hours. 

For recordings, electrodes were placed in a micromanipulator that was driven via 

a hydraulic drive (Frederick Haer & Co. part 50- 1 1-5,8/6). This dive was placed in an 

adapter so it could be attached to the recording cylinder and its position within the 

cylinder could be manipulated. Using these two devices the position of the electrode 

could be determined in three dimensions. 

The electrical potential recorded by the electrodes was amplified with 

conventional electronics and filtered first with a band pass of 300 Hz to 3000 Hz. The 

amplified signal was sent both to the computer and audio monitor for subjective 

judgements about a neurons response to different stimuli (fig 8). The signals sent to the 

computer was dependent on the protocol. The time of occurrence of each action potential 

was sent to the computer during sinusoidal rotations and spontaneous eye movements. 

However, during electrical stimulation of the vestibular labyrinths the amplified electrical 

potential was digitized at 50 kHz (cats: j, Q and V) or 25 kHz (cats: M and N). 

2.5 Vestibular Stimulation 

The experiments performed al1 involved the stimulation of the vestibular labyrinth 

either by natural or electrical methods. The naturd vestibular stimulation consisted of 

rotations about an earth vertical axis while the electrical stimulation consisted of biphasic 

square wave pulses applied through the implanted ear electrodes. The details and 

purposes of the different vestibular stimuli used are described below. 
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Fig 8. Electrodes record electrical activity of nearby neurons. The signals are passed through the head stage 
and then amplified using convential electronics. The signals then go to the window discriminator where action 
potentials are separated out and the time of occurrence is sent to the cornputer. The signals are also sent to an 
audio monitor so we could make quick judgments about the responsiveness of neurons during various stimuli. 

3.5.1 Rorational Stimuli 
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Rotational stimuli were used to stimulate the vestibular canals during recording 

sessions. The rotations were of two different types; sine wave (SW) rotations and velocity 

pulses. SW rotations were used to characterize the behavior of neurons and describe the 

characteristics of the hVOR afier unilateral vestibular damage. Velocity pulses were to 

contirni unilateral vestibular darnage and calibrate the eye coils. 

The responses of neurons encountered during neural recording sessions were 

tested for a response during passive whole body rotations. This stimulus was a SW 
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Fig 9. Shown is  the VOR in responsc to a velocity pulse. The heavier line is head velocity and the lighter 
line is eye velocity. The thick dashed line is the fitted line to the steady-state portion o f  the response from 
which we measure VOR gain. Note the dynamic overshoot at the beginning of  the response. This property of 
the vetocity pulse stimulus i s  particularly useful for identifjhg deficits due to peripheral vestibular lesions. 

rotation at 1 Hz with a peak velocity of 10 or 20 O I S .  The cats' (cat J, Q, V) heads were 

orientated at 22' nose down (ND) in order to minimize the contribution of the vertical 

canals, as this is the approximate orientation of the canals in stereotaxic coordinates 

(Markham and Cunhoys. 1972). In order to determine if a neuron receives its primary 

input from the lateral canals, the response of each neuron was also recorded during the 

same sine wave rotations but with the cats head orientated at 15Onose up (NU) (cats J, Q 

and V). The sensitivity of each neuron was tested during rotations in the dark. 

Sine wave rotations were also used to behaviorally characterize hVOR responses 

fiom cat J and 1 afler unilateral vestibular damage. S W rotations were applied at 

frequencies of 1 to 8 Hz at amplitudes fiom 5 O I S  to 150 ' / S .  These experiments were also 

performed in the dark. 

The second type of rotational stimulus used was a velocity pulse. A velocity pulse 

consists of a short latency rising phase (-10 ms) followed by a plateau of constant 

velocity (300-500 ms) which then r e m s  to zero velocity (fig 9). The direction of the 



velocity pulse was randomized. One important characteristic of this stimulus was that it 

had a dynamic overshoot. This under darnped stimulus was useful for identifying the 

presence of a vestibular deficit. The presence of a unilateral vestibular lesion was 

detemined to be present if during ipsiversive head rotations the overshoot was not seen 

in the eye velocity trace. This was done afier each cat had recovered fiom its vestibular 

lesion. This stimulus was used to determine the steady-state gain of the horizontal 

vestibulo-ocular reflex in both the light, for the calibration of the eye c d ,  and dark, for 

identifying deficits due to vestibular damage. 

2.5.2 Electrical Stimulus 

In order to test the transmission latency and efficacy to a particular neuron, each 

neuron was recorded during electrical stimulation of the ipsilateral and contralateral 

vestibular labyrinth. These cxperiments were conducted through permanently implanted 

electmdes placed in the perilymph of the vestibular labyrinth. The stimulus was a 

biphasic square pulse of 0.1 ms duration. The amplitude of the pulse varied depending on 

the purpose of the experiment and was calibrated to the eye movement responses evoked 

by the stimulus. Electrical stimulation of the vestibular labyrinth was used to estimate the 

latency andor efficacy of a neurons response to vestibular stimulation. For latency 

determination a current of "Max" amplitude was used, while in order to measure the 

eficacy a current of "112 Max" was used (fig IO). 
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Fig 10. The eye movement elicited by electrical stimulation ofthe vestibular labyrinth is shown. A. An 
example o f  eye movement is shown as evoked eye velocity. The first peak o f  the eye movement trace is the 
peak evoked eye velocity B. The method for standardizing the electrical stimulus for ce11 recordings is 
shown. The peak evoked eye velocity is plotted against the stimulus amplitude. The "Mau" current was used 
to determine the latency o f  an input fiom the ipsilateral nerve and the "112 Ma.." current used to evaluate 
the magnitude o f  the input fiom the contralateral labyrinth. 

The peak eye velocity induced by electrical stimulation of the vestibular labyrinth 

was used to calibrate the stimulation current for neural recordings. Trains of pulses, 0.1 

ms biphasic pulses delivered at 2-second intervals, of various amplitudes (0.1 mA to 2.5 

rnA) were applied to the labyrinth while eye movements were recorded. The average of 

between 20 - 50 pulses were taken at each stimulus amplitude and the peak eye velocity 

was measwd (see fig 1 OA). A plot of stimulus amplitude vs peak eye velocity was 

constructed (fig 10B). The graphs had a sigmoidal shape to them as peak eye velocity 

saturated at high stimulus amplitudes. From the graph the "maximum" current was the 

cunent at which the eye velocity saturated while the "IR max" cunent was the current at 



which the peak eye velocity was half the maximum eye velocity as detemined by 

inspection. 

2.6 Experimental Protocol 

The experimental protocol employed during neural recording consisted of two 

parts, one involving finding horizontal vestibular neurons and another for characterizing 

the response properties of the neuron. The two methods are described separately. During 

each electrode penetration a number of characteristics of the neuronal activity recorded 

were noted to help find the correct neurons (i.e. horizontal vestibular neurons): 

The border of the brain was noted as a sharp increase in background noise. 

The number of Purkinje ceIl layers was counted for each penetration and the 

ability to record the activity of Purkinje cells was a test to see if the apparatus 

was working. 

Each neuron encountered was tested for sensitivity to passive whole body 

rotations. It was consider a vestibular neuron if it responded and was below 

the border of the cerebellum. 

The search stimulus consisted of sinusoidal rotations at 1 Hz with peak 

amplitude of either 10 '1s or 20% in the light. 

The responses of neurons that appeared to respond to passive whole body rotations, as 

determined by listening to cellular activity on an audio monitor, were subjected to a 

variety of natural and electrical stimuli of the vestibular labyrinth. The protocol involved 

recording cellular activity during: 

1. Passive whole body rotations of 1 Hz at peak velocity of 10 "1s or 20 O/s in the 

dark with the head orientated at 22 O ND. 



Electncal stimulation of the ipsilateral vestibular labyrinth at the 'Max' 

current, 

Electrical stimulation of the contralateral vestibular labyrinth at the ' 1 /2 Max' 

current. 

Passive whole body rotations of 1 Hz at peak velocity of 10 '1s or 20 '1s in the 

dark with the head orientated at 15 " NU (cats J, Q and V only). 

Spontaneous eye movements in the light. 

Passive whole body rotations of I Hz at peak velocities ranging from 5 '1s to 

150 O/s in the dark with the head orientated at 22 O ND (cats J, Q and V) 

Passive whole body rotations at frequencies ranging from 1 to 8 Hz at peak 

velocity of 20 '1s in the dark with the head orientated at 22 * ND. 

2.7 Data Analysis 

Information representing eye movements, head movements and cellular activity 

were recorded simultaneously during the experiments and stored on a Pentium based 

cornputer. Data analysis of both cellular recordings and eye movement data were under 

taken using custom-built prograrns in the Labview prograrnming environment. The 

mcthods employed are as follows. 

2.7.1 Estimation of lnsfunfuneous Firing Rate 

The instantaneous firing rate of a neuron was estimated by constnicting a spike 

density function. The spike train was convolved with a gaussian. The standard deviation 

of the gaussian was different for various experiments. In order to reduce noise the 

standard deviation was 50 ms for the identification of the neuron's response during 



sinusoidal rotations and examination of eye position sensitivity. However, in order to 

compare the response of a neuron to sinusoidal rotations at different frequencies the 

standard deviation was reduced to 25 ms. The instantaneous firing rate was not 

detennined during electrical stimulation of the vestibular labyrinth. 

2.7.2 Sintrsoidal Rotational Stirntrlrrs 

The behavioral and neural responses to sinusoidal rotations were analyzed in 

similar manners. First averages of eye, head and neural recordings were made. For 

behavioral investigations quick phases and saccades were removed while, for neural 

recording quick phases and saccades were only excluded if a distinct eye movement 

signal was present. The data was then fit with a sine wave, using a least-squares error 

approach, in order to calculate the gain and phase. The data were also displayed as head 

velocity vs. eye velocity and fit with a straight line afier being corrected for phase, as 

calculated using the sine wave fit. The linear fits were generally fit with one line but in 

cases where the eye velocity or neural firing rate saturated or cut off, two lines were used. 

One line was fit to the saturated portion and a second to the component with the greater 

slope. This allowed the calculation of an inflection point and the sensitivity of the hVOR, 

independent of influences from eye movement or firing rate saturations. 

When using velocity pulses, the gain was calculated by dividing the steady state 

eye velocity by the steady state head velocity. No records containing quick phases or 

saccades were used in this analysis. 



The high-speed samples of voltage, as recorded extraceliularly, were aligned with 

pulses fiom the window discriminator. These records needed correcting manually as 

stimulus artifacts, produced by the electrical stimulation, and field potentials often 

trigged the window discriminator. In order to determine if a neuron fired on, or in the 

vicinity of the stimulus artifact and field potential, a template of the stimulus artifact and 

field potential was generated. To create the template, sweeps in which no action 

potentials occurred during or immediately afier the stimulus artifact were averaged. 

This template was then subtracted, point-by-point, from individual raw sweeps in 

order to determine if any spikes had fallen on the stimulus artifact or field potential. A 

software version of a window discriminator was then used to determine the time of 

occurrence of each spike in the corrected raw trace. If the hardware window discriminator 

had denoted a spike incorrectly this information was removed fiom the records. 

Simultaneously the time of occurrence of the action potentials not recorded by the 

window discriminator were added. This method allowed for the creation of robust, 

artifact-fiee estimates of neuronal responses followiiig electrical stimulation. The 

latencies were arranged in ascending order and paired with ascending series of 

probabilities that were dependevt on the total number of action potentials recorded and 

number of individual records used. The probability of each action potential was then 

ploned as a fùnction of time (fig 1 1). This plot estimated the time coune of the 
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Fig 11. Shown is an excitatory response of a neuron to electrical stimulation of the vestibular labyrinth. The 
stimulus occurs at t=50 ms. The cumulative probability of evoking an action potential (CPE) increases 
linearly during the base line period and then has a sharp increase immediately after the stimulus. The 
efficacy of this input is defined as the difference in the CPE at the end of the cells response minus the 
expected CPE at the same time if there had been no stimulus. The expected CPE was estimated by fitting the 
baseline data with a straiçht line. 

probability of a neurons firing in response to the stimulus. In addition, per stimulus 

histograms (bin width 10 ms) were created for qualitative cornparison with the CPE plots. 

The measurements of the transient changes in neuronal activity were made using 

the cumulative probability of evoking an action potential (CPE). This measurement 

provided a detailed time course of the neuronal activity both before and afier the 

stimulus. The CPE for each neuron was calculated using data collected for both 50 ms 

before and after the stimulus for a total of 100 ms. For each neuron, the latency of 

response and evoked change in CPE (Delta-P) following the stimulus was recorded. This 

measure gives an estimate of the number of extra action potentials that evoked by the 

stimulus. The number of records used for each stimulus set varied depending on the 



number of records collected, the ability to see the action potential over the background 

noise, and the number of records that were ruined due to movements of the cat. Usually 

100-1 20 records were used for each stimulus set but as many as 200 and as few as 60 

sweeps were used for some measurements. 

As neurons Tire spontaneously it was necessary to take into account the 

probability that the neuron would have fired in the absence of any stimuli. To do this, 

linear regression was used to fit a line to the pre-stimulus data and then extended the 

whole length of the post stimulus time. The y-value of the fitted line was subtracted from 

the post stimulus data to give the probability of evoking an action potential as a function 

of time (fig 1 1). The fitted line was also used to calculate the baseline firing rate. The 

linear regression was performed on the 50 ms of data preceding the stimulus. 

The whole 50 ms of baseline data was not always used, instead the largest section 

of baseline neuronal data that appeared to follow a straight line was used (20-50 ms). The 

complete baseline data set was not always used because in cells with low firing rates the 

first 10-20 ms often contained no action potentials. The onset of recording for this 

procedure was triggered by the presence of an action potential and in cats N and M the 

onset of recording began at a given time after the triggering spike? while in cats J and Q 

the onset of recording was randomized, but the maximum time delay of 1 O ms between 

the trigger spike and the onset of recording was not long enough for neurons with low 

discharge rates (5-20 spikeds). 



2.7.4 Neural Response to Eye Position 

In order to characterize the neurons with respect to eye movements, the sensitivity 

of the cells to eye position was tested. This was done both during spontaneous eye 

movements and the hVOR. A neuron was considered to respond to a particular eye 

movement direction (horizontal or vertical) if the calculated correlation coefficient was 

greater than 0.5. 

2.7.4.a Eye Position during Steady Fixation 

The response of a neuron to different eye positons was assessed during 

spontaneous eye movements. The neural spike trains were convolved with a Gaussian 

(sd=50 ms). Segments of neural activity during which the cat fixated for a minimum of 

250 ms were extracted from the raw data. The average neural firing rate as well as 

horizontal and vertical eye position during the fixation periods were extracted. The unit's 

activity was plotted vs. both horizontal and vertical eye position and sensitivities and 

correlation coefficients were calculated. 

2.7.4.b Eye Position duing hVOR 

The neural activity of every neuron was not recorded during spontaneous eye 

movement. Hence, the eye position sensitivity of each neuron was also measured during 

the hVOR (1 Hz sinusoidal rotation). The ce11 activity was convolved with a Gaussian 



(sd=80 ms). The instantaneous neural activity and eye position were recorded when the 

head velocity was O de&. The neuron's firing rate was plotted vs. both horizontal or 

vertical eye position and sensitivities and correlation coefticients were calculated. 

In this study it was necessary to compare statistically the parameters of different 

populations of neurons recorded in different animals. As the parameter of interest 

(change in probability of firing, Delta-P) was not normally distributed a nonpararnetric 

test was necessary. The Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to compare the two populations 

of neurons collected either before or after the unilateral vestibular lesion. This method 

has been used in a similar manner by Ris and Godaux (1 998). 

2.8 Histology 

Histology was performed for two purposes. Sections of the brainstem were 

examined in order to confinn the location of neurons that were recorded in the brainstem 

(cats I and Q). While sections of the vestibular labyrinths were inspected to confirm the 

nature of the lesion in the vestibular labyrinth (cats J). 



2.8.1 The Bruinstem 

In order to be able to estimate the location of recorded neurons a reference point 

was made. A marking lesion was performed either one week (cat J) or 9 days (cat Q) 

before each cat was sacrificed. The marking Iesions were made by ruming a 50 UA 

current through our recording electrode for 30 seconds. 

Cat J and Q were both perfused immediately after being sacrificed. First the blood 

was removed from the circulatory system with a 0.9 % saline solution. The cat was then 

perfused with a 10 % formalin solution. The brains of euthanized cats were removed and 

fixed in a solution 10 % formalin. Sucrose was later added to preserve ce11 structure. 

A block of brain tissue including the rostral portion of the brain stem and 

cerebellum was imbedded in egg yolk which was allowed to fix in a Wheaten dish 

containing a towel soaked in 100 % fonnalin over night. The imbedded block of tissue 

was stored in the 30 % sucrose/lO % formalin fixative. Frozen sections were taken at 50 

Fm intervals and stored in 1 % formalin. The sections were then rnounted on slides, 

prepared with chrome alum (1  g gelatin; 0.1 g chromium potassium sulfate; 1 L water), 

using a gelatin mounting solution (200 mL distilled water; 3.6 g NaCI; 4.0 g gelatin; 200 

mL 95% ethanol). The slides were then stained for Nissl material using cresyl violet 

acetate. 



The histology involving the vestibular labyrinths was performed after the 

temporal bone had been isolated and removed. It was decalcified using Cal-Ex and then 

sectioned at 12 pm and mounted on slides. The sections were stained with Hematoxylin 

and Eosin. 



3. Results 

The responses of 65 vestibular neurons were recorded in response to passive 

whole body rotations in the dark. spontaneous eye movements. and electrical stimulation 

of the ipsilateral and contralateral vestibular labyrinths. Thirty-five of these cells were 

recorded in healthy cats (cats J, N, Q and V) while thirty neurons were recorded in cats 

that had compensated for unilateral peripheral vestibular lesion (cats J, M and Q). Cat M 

and Q had canal plugs of the left and right lateral canal respectively. Cat J experienced a 

spontaneous peripheral vestibular lesion (lefi side) that induced similar deficits to those 

seen in unilaterally canal plugged animals (see section 3.6). 

3.1 Confirmation of Neuronal Recording Sites 

The neurons recorded were physiologically identified as horizontal vestibular 

neurons. Combined anatomical and physiological studies have s h o w  that, within the 

vestibular nuclei, neurons that mediate the hVOR are localized in the rostral portion of 

the MVN, ventral division of the LW and medial portions of the SVN. Histology was 

performed on two of the cats from which horizontal vestibular neurons were recorded 

(cats J and Q). 

Horizontal vestibular neurons in cat J were found to be localized in the rostral 

portion of the MVN (see fig 12). In fig 12D the marking lesion c m  be seen. Most of the 

neurons were recorded at this level, that is, 1.5 mm caudal to the caudal portion of the 

abducens motor nuclei (fig 12A). Horizontal vestibular neurons in cat Q were found to be 



NeuraI Recording Sites: Cat J 

Fig 12. Shown are pichues of nissl stained brainstem sections from Cat J. The lesion we made c m  be seen 
in D. Mapped locations of  neural recording are noted as yellow dots. The neurons recorded in cat J were 
found in the MVN caudal to abducens motor nucleus, which can be seen in A. 



Neurat Recordine - Sites: Cat O 

Fig 13. Shown are pictures of nissl stained brainstem sections from cat Q. The marking lesion made can be 
seen in D. Mapped locations of neural recordings are noted as yellow dots. The neurons in cat Q were found 
in the MVN as weU as the media1 LVN and SVN. Most recordings were made at the level of abducens motor 
nuclei seen in A. 



localized in the rostral portion of the M W  as well as the media1 areas of the LVN and 

SVN (see fig 13). In fig 13 D the marking lesion can be seen. Most of the neurons were 

recorded in the SVN at the level of abducens rnotor nucleus (see fig 13A) Al1 the neurons 

recorded are in areas in which hVOR neurons had been found previously. 

3.2 Characterization of Vestibular Neurons 

Each vestibular neuron was classified according to its response during the hVOR, 

electrical stimulation of the ipsilateral vestibular labyrinth, electrical stimulation of the 

contralateral vestibular labyrinths and static eye position (see Table 1). 

3.2.1 Behavior Dicring h VOR 

A vestibular neuron can be classitied by its response during rotations of the head 

as type 1 or type II. A type 1 neuron increases its response during ipsiversive head tums 

while a type II neuron increases its firing rate during contraversive head tums (see fig 14) 

(Duensing and Schaefer, 1958). 

3.2.1 .a Type 1 Neurons 

It was found that in healthy animals 7/25 neurons were type 1. While in animals 

that had recovered fiom unilateral peripheral vestibular lesion 7/2 1 neurons were type 1. 



Secondary Polarity of Response Horizontal Efficac~ of Secondary Polari ty of Response Horizontal Efficacy of 
Contralateral during ~ontralateral EP On ofunits Contralateml during Ne urons Neurons In 
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Input hVOR Direction Input hVOR Direction EPon of  nits Input 
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Shown is a summary of the neurons studied. Each neuron is classified primarily by i ts synaptic inputs. In the first column secondary 
neurons refers to those that received input from the ipsilateral vestibular labynnth at latencies less than 1.9 ms. In column 2 the 
polarity of the contralateral input is shown with a + for excitatory inputs and a - representing inhibitory inputs. In colurnn 3 the 
neurons response duting the hVOR in the dark is indicated as a type 1 or type II. A type 1 neuron increases its firing rate for ipsiversive 
rotations and a type II neuron increases its firing rate for rotations towards the contralateral side. In Column 4 the eye position on 
direction is shown with nspect to the side of the brain it was located on. In column 6 the average (+/- standard deviation) effïcücy of 
the contralateral input is shown for each group of neurons. 



Remonse of Vestibular Ncurons To Rotational Stimuius 
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Fig 14. The response o f  a type 1 (A) and type II (S) vestibular neuron is shown to 1 Hz 
sinusoidal whole body rotations in the dark. Head veIocity is shown with the black line while 
the firing rate of the neuron is shown with the red line. The y-axis is spikes/s/deg/s for head 
velocity and spikes/s for neural activity. 

The average sensitivity was found to be 1.57 +/- 1.32 deg/s/spikes/s in baseline animals 

and .44 +/- .48 deg/s/spikes/s in the post-lesion animals. Type 1 vestibular neurons not 

only showed a reduced sensitivity to head rotations p s t  lesion, but also an increased 

phase lead from 13 +/- 32.6 to 20.7 +/- 37.3 relative to head velocity (see fig 15). 

3.1.2.b Type II Neurons 

In healthy anirnals 18/25 neurons were found to be type II vestibular neurons. 

While in animals that had recovered from unilateral peripheral vestibular lesion 1412 1 



Resmnse of Vestibutar Neurons 
Durine hVOR in the Dark 
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Fig 15. The responses of vestibular neurons during passive whole body sinusoidal rotations 
are shown. The distance from the centre represents the sensitivity of the neurons 
(spikes/s/deg/s). The measure of degree from zero represents the phase response of the neuron 
relative to peak head velocity. The responses of pre-lesion (blue) and pst-lesion (red) 
neurons are shown. Secondary neurons are indicated with solid circles and non-secondary 
neurons with an *. 



Res~onse of a Vestibular Neuron durinq 
Spontaneous Eve Movements 
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Fig 16. An example of the neural response of a vestibular neuron to spontaneous eye 
movements is shown. A. The raw data is shown for horizontal eye movements and the firing 
rate of the neuron. Note that as the eye moves to the lefl (represented as down) the firing rate 
of the neuron increases. B. The average firing rate of the neuron during periods when the eyes 
were still are plotted against the horizontal eye position. Left eye positions are represented by 
negative numbets while positive values represent rightward eye positions. Note that there is a 
strong correlation (-0.94) of horizontal eye position and firing rate. This neuron had a 
sensitivity to horizontal eye position of  4 . 4  spikedddeg) C. The average firing rate during 
periods of fixation are plotted against vertical eye position. Positive values represent tipward 
eye positions while downward eye positions are represented by negative num bers. There is a 
very weak correlation (-0.28) between vertical eye position and the neurons firing rate. 



Eve Position Sensitivitv of a Vestibular 
Neuron during the hVOR 

Time (s) 

Fig I f .  The eye position and corresponding neural activity was calculated during the hVOR 
in the dark. The neuron shown here is the same as in figure 16 For B, C, D and E positive 
values represents movements in the right or upwards direction. The eye position and firing 
rate were measured when head velocity was zero (see dotted and dashed lines). The firing rate 
of this neuron is larger for l ehard  directed eye positions as compared to eye positions 
directed to the right. (compared dotted and dashed lines) A. The firing rate of unit j0229-2 is 
shown B. The corresponding horizontal and vertical eye positions are represented by the solid 
and dashed line respectively. Cm The horizontal head and eye velocity are shown. The smooth 
solid line is head velocity and the dashed line is eye velocity. Dm Firing rate is plotted against 
horizontal eye position and there is a strong correlation (CC=-0.79). The sensitivity was 
found to be -6.2 spikes/s/deg. E. Firing rate is plotted against vertical eye position. There is  a 
weak correlation between vertical eye position and firing rate (CC~0.24). This neuron was 
not considered to be sensitive to vertical eye position. 



neurons were type II. The average sensitivity was found to be .8 1 +/- .44 deg/s/spikes/s in 

baseline animals and .65 +/- .45 spikes/s/deg/s in the post-lesion animals. Like type 1 

neurons, type II neurons had a reduced sensitivity and a decreased phase lag from 177.9 

+/- 20.2 to 179.7 +/- 37.3 (fig 15). 

3.2.2 Eye Position Sensilivity 

The eye position sensitivity of each neuron was measured in order to 

detemine if a neuron preferred ipsilateral or contralateral eye movements. Attempts were 

made to measure the eye position sensitivity during steady fixation (fig 1 6). 

However, this was not always possible and, in such cases, the eye positon sensitivity of 

al! neurons was measured during the hVOR (fig 17). For neurons, in which the eye 

position sensitivity was measured using both methods, the results were similar (fig 18). 

Differences were not consistent between the two methods of measuring eye position 

sensi tivity. 

In the neurons collected From the healthy animals 17/25 were sensitive to 

horizontal eye position with 9 and 8 neurons prefemng ipsilateral or contralateral on 

directions respectively. The sensitivity of neurons with ipsilateral on direction was found 

to be 1.48 +/- .99 spikes~s".deg" (n=9) in pre-lesion animals and 2.02 +/- 1.39 spikes-s' 

'.deg-' (n=8) in post-lesion neurons. The sensitivity of neurons, with a preferred 

contralateral on direction, was found to be 0.86 +/- .43 spikes.s".deg" (n=8) in the 

baseline cells and 0.59 +/- .1 (n=2) in vestibulo-pathic animals. 



Eve Position Sensitivity 
Fixation vs hVOR 
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Fig 18. A cornparison o f  the sensitivity of eleven vestibular neurons to eye position (EP) 
measured during spontaneous eye rnovements (x-mis) and the hVOR (y-axis) is shown. The 
line has a dope o f  one and passes through the origin. The two measures are well correlated 
(CC=0.87). 

3.2.3 Response Latency to Electrical Stimulation 

In order to detemine if a neuron was part of the direct hVOR pathway, a 

secondary neuron, the latency of activation after stimulation of the ipsilateral vestibular 

labyrinth was assessed. It was determined that secondary vestibular neurons responded 

to stimulation in less than 1.9 ms. It was noted that there is a break in the latency 

histogram between 1.9 and 2.1 ms (fig 19A). The secondary neurons responded to 

electrical stimulation with latencies ranging from 0.61 and 1.89 ms. The mean input 

latency fkom the ipsilateral canal was 2.60 +/- 2.96 ms while the latency of the response 

from the contralateral labyrinth was 3.26 +/- 2.65 ms. 



Defininp. Secondq Neurons 
A Ipsilateral Stimulation I 

Fig 19. The latency of response to electrical stimulation of either the ipsilateral (A) or 
contralateral (B) vestibular labyrinth is  shown for neurons that responded to passive whole 
body rotations in the dark. 

3.2.4 Polari&y of Contralateral lnpur 

Vestibular neurons that responded to horizontal h ead rotati ons also received an 

excitatory or inhibitory input fkom the contralateral labyrinth. An example of a typical 

excitatory and inhibitory response to electrical stimulation of the contralateral labyrinth is 

s h o w  in figure 20A and 20B respectively. The measurement of the size of this input was 

used to assess the contribution of the contralateral labyrinth to dynarnic recovery of 

neurons from unilateral vestibular lesions. 



Input from the Contra laterat tabyinth 
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Fig 20. The response of a two dit'ferent vestibular neurons is  shown in response to electrical 
stimulation o f  the contralateral labyrinth. In A the neuton receives an inhibitory input at a 
latency of 2.34 ms. In B the neuron receives au excitatory input at a latency of 2.45 rns. The 
stimulus occurred at 50 ms. The responses are shown both as a cumulative probability (dots) 
and per stimulus histogram (white bars). The y-axis either refers to the cumiilative probability 
(right axis) or represents the number of action potentials that have occurred in each 10 ms bin 
(lefi axis). 

3.3 Recovery from Unilateral Vestibular Damage: Neural Correlates 

The data evaluating the role of the vestibular commissure in recovery fiom 

unilateral peripheral vestibular damage has been analyzed by evaluating the response of 

vestibular neurons to electrical stimulation of the contralatera1 vestibular labyrinth. 

3.3.1 The Excitatory Commissure 

It was found that -59 % (1 6/27) of the neurons recorded in healthy animals and 

-76 % (1 6/2 1) of the neurons in vestibule-pathic animals received excitatory input from 

the contrdaterd labyrinth. The average latency of excitatory inputs fiom the contralaterd 

labyrinth to vestibular neurons was 3.26 +/- 2.65 ms. Vestibular neurons that received 



excitatory input fiom the contralateral labyrinth were divided into two groups based on 

the latency of each neurons response to electrical stimulation of the ipsilateral vestibular 

labyrinth. In the healthy animal -44 % (7116) of the vestibular neurons were secondary, 

as compared with -3 1 % (5116) in vestibule-pathic animals. 

3.3.1 .a Secondary Neurons 

In the sample of hVOR neurons that were secondary and received an excitatory 

input from the contralateral vestibular labyrinth, the efficacy of the contralaterai input 

decreased significantly afler the subjects had recovered from unilateral vestibular 

damage. It was found that the mean input decreased from 0.59 +/- 0.09 (n=6) to 0.1 7 +/- 

0.0 1 (n=S), which was considered signi ficant (P=O.O 1 l two way t-test; P=0.009, 

Wilcoxon rank sum)(see fig 2 18). 

It was found that most of the neurons (5/6) found in the healthy animals behaved 

as type 11 neurons during the hVOR. Al1 of the vestibular neurons had eye position 

sensitivities with 516 having ipsilateral on direction and 1 having a contralateral on 

direction. In the group vestibulo-pathic neurons only 216 had an eye position sensitivity. 

Both of these neurons exhibited type II behavior and had ipsilateral eye position on 

direction sensitivities. The other four neurons had no eye position sensitivity. Two of 

these neurons behaved as type II neurons and two as a type 1 neurons during the hVOR. 



Delta-P Analvsis: Synaptic In~uts  
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Fig 21. Here the efficacy analysis of the contralateral inputs to hVOR neurons is shown. For 
figures A, B and C the baseline data is represented by the untilled bars while the filled bars 
represent the post-lesion data. In figures Ai, Bi and Ci the size of the contralateral inputs of 
the baseline and post-lesion samples are compand as means +/- standard errors. In figures 
Aii, Bii and Cii histograms of the same data are shown. A. Secondary neurons with inhibitory 
inputs fiom the contralateral labyrinth are shown. Note that the mean input increases in 
magnitude from 4 . 1 4  +/- 0.02 (n=7) to -0.4 1 +/- 0.06 (n=4), which was not considered 
significant (P=O. 1, two-way student t-test; P=0.2 1, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Note in fig Aii 
that the most negative inputs occurred in the post-lesion group. B. Secondary neurons with 
excitatory inputs from the contralateral labyrinth are shown. The mean input decreased from 
0.59 +/- 0.09 (n=6) to 0.17 +/- 0.01 (n=5), which was considered significant (P=O.Ol 1, two 
way t-test; P=0.009, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Note in figure Bii the large inputs seen in the 
normal data are not present in the post-lesion data. C. Neurons with excitatory inputs from the 
contralateral labyrinth but were not secondary are shown. Notice that there was essentially no 
change in the magnitude of these inputs. The mean decreased fiom 0.22 +/- 0.0 1 (n=9) to 0.1 8 
+/- 0.0 1 (n= l O), which was not considered signi ficant (P=0.5 1, two way t-test; P=0.57, 
W i lcoxon ran k sum test). 



3.3.1 . b Other Neurons 

Nine and ten non-secondary vestibular neurons that received excitatory input from 

the contralateral labyrinth were found in healthy and vestibulo-pathic animals 

respectively. The mean size of the contralateral excitatory input decreased from 0.22 +/- 

0.0 1 (n=9) in healthy animal~ to O. 18 +/- 0.0 1 (n=l O) in animal~ that had recovered from 

unilateral vestibular damage. This decrease was small (18 %) and was not statistically 

significant (fig 2 1 C)(P=OS 1, two way t-test; P=0.57. Wilcoxon rank sum test). 

The vestibular neurons in the baseline population were predominantly type 11 

(6/9). In this population four had ipsilateral eye position on direction and two neurons 

had no eye position sensitivity. Of the 3 type I vestibular neurons, one had a contralateral 

eye position on direction and two showed no eye position sensitivity. 

Eleven non-secondary vestibular neurons that received excitatory input from the 

contralateral vestibular labyrinth were found in vestibulo-pathic subjects. AI1 were found 

to behave as type II vestibular neurons during the hVOR. Six of these neurons had 

ipsilateral eye position on direction, 1 had a contralateral eye position on direction and 4 

and no discemible eye position sensitivity. 

3.3.2 The Inhibitory Commissure 

It was found that -4 1 % ( 1 1 /27) of the neurons recorded in healthy animals and 

-24 % (921) of the neurons in vestibule-pathic animals received inhibitoiy input from 

the contralateral labyrinth. This group of neurons was divided into two based on the 



Iatency of each neurons response to electncal stimulation of the ipsilateral vestibular 

labyrinth. 

In the healthy animal 7/12 of the vestibular neurons were secondary. In vestibulo- 

pathic animals al1 the vestibular neurons that received inhibitory input from the 

contralateral vesti bular labyrinth were secondary. 

3 A2.a Secondary Neurons 

The mean efficacy of the inhibitory input from the contralateral labyrinth 

increased 203 % in magnitude from 4.14 +/- 0.02 (n=7) in healthy animals to -0.4 1 +/- 

0.06 (n=4) in vestibulo-pathic animal~ (Fig 2 1 A). This ditTerence was not considered 

significant (P=O. 1, two-way student t-test; P=0.2 1, Wilcoxon rank sum test). 

In healthy animals four of the neurons were type 11 and three were type 1. All type 

1 neurons had a contralaterally directed eye position on direction. One of the type I 

neurons had an eye position sensitivity with a contralateral on direction while the other 

three had no eye position sensitivity. 

3.4 Nonlinearities of the hVOR 

3.3.1 Behmior 

The hVOR has been s h o w  to have a limited linear range with respect to stimulus 

amplitude. We investigated the linear range of the horizontal VOR (hVOR) in two cats 
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Fig 22. An example of a nonlinear VOR response in a cat, afier recovery from a unilateral 
vestibular lesion, at high stimulus amplitude is shown. A. Head and eye velocity is plotted as 
a function of time. Downward direction is ipsilesional for head velocity. During ipsilesional 
head rotations the eye velocity saturates at approximately 40 */S. B. Eye velocity is plotted as 
a function of head velocity. The open circles represent the Iinear portion of the VOR while 
the black filled circles highlight the portion of the VOR response where eye velocity begins 
to saturate. The data is fitted with two lines, one to the linear portion and one to the saturating 
portion. The slope of the line fitted to the open circles is taken as the VOR gain while, the 
point ai which the open and dark circles meet is taken as the inflection point. Notice that this 
occurs during ipsilesional head rotations. 



The Gain of the VOR is Independent 
of Stimulus Amplitude 
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Fig 23. The VOR gain is ptotted as a function of amplitude, which is represented as peak 
velocity of Sine wave rotations. In neither Cat 1 and J was the VOR found to be sensitive to 
stimulus amplitude for fiequencies 0.5, 1 nor 2 Hz. 

with peripheral vestibular lesions (Cat 1 and J). In normal cats the linear range of the 

hVOR extended beyond the stimuli we were able to deliver hence non-linearities in the 

hVOR were only investigated in cats that had recovered from peripheral vestibular 

darnage. 

The hVOR afier unilateral peripheral darnage was recorded during sinusoidal 

rotations at different stimulus amplitudes. In cat J the stimulus consisted of sinusoidal 

rotations with peak velocities of 5 '1s (0.5, 1, 2 Hz), 10 "1s (0.5, 1, 2 Hz), 20 O/s (0.5, 1, 2 

Hz), 40 O/s (0.5, 1 Hz), 80 Ois (0.5 Hz) and i 50 '/s (0.5 Hz). In cat 1 the stimulus was the 

sarne as in cat J except only stimuli with peak velocities of 20 '/s or greater were used. A 

sarnple recording of a non-linear response is s h o w  in fig 22A. During ipsilesional head 

rotations it was noted that eye velocity saturates. The eye movement saturation can be 

seen most clearly in fig 228. Here eye velocity is plotted 



The Linear Range Increases with 
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Fig 24. S hown is the mean head velocity (+/- standard deviation) at which eye velocity 
started to saturate, the inflection point. Notice that for both cat J and I the inflection point 
increased with stimulus velocity. 

against head velocity and it was possible to quanti@ the head velocity at which eye 

movement saturation occurred by fitting the data with two lines. The point where the 

fitted lines meet is called the inflection point while the gain of the hVOR is taken as the 

slope of the line fitted to the portion of the response when the eye velocity has not 

saturated (fig 228). 

When testing the hVOR using sinusoidal rotations at different peak amplitudes we 

noticed two important characteristics. First, the gain of the hVOR is invariant with 

respect to peak stimulus amplitude (fig 23). This was independent of the frequency of the 

sinusoidal rotations used. Second, the head velocity at which the infiection point occurred 

increased as a function of stimulus amplitude (fig 24). The manner in which this occurred 

was the sarne at the stimulus fiequencies, 0.5, 1 and 2 Hz. 

The fact that the linear portion of the hVOR response was unaffected by the 

stimulus amplitude, and that the head velocity at which eye velocity saturated increased 

with increasing stimulus amplitude indicates that the neural network mediating the hVOR 



Example of Non-Linear Response 
of VOR Interneuron 
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Fig 25. Shown is a cornparison of the response of a single vestibular neuron to passive whole 
body sine wave rotations at various amplitudes. A. The response of the vestibular neurons is 
shown as function of time. B. The VN response is ploned as a hinction of head velocity. Ci. 
The same responses as in B is shown but the data has been adjusted such that the phase is OO. 
In Cii and Ciii the calculated sensitivity and firing rate offset is shown for the neuron at the 
différent stimulus amplitudes. These were calculated 60m the phase corrected data in Ci. The 
sensitivity of the neuron fell with increasing stimulus amplitude while the firing rate offset 
increased with increasing stimulus amplitude. Note that ibis neuron showed no cut off 
behavior. 



is able to increase the linear response of the hVOR in a stimulus dependent manner, 

without compromising its performance. 

3 . 4 2  Neural Correlates of h VOR Non-linearities 

In order to investigate the origins of the non-linear hVOR behavior observed at 

high stimulus amplitudes, horizontal vestibular neurons were recorded under similar 

circumstances. We recorded the activity of 8 horizontal type II vestibular neurons from 

the ipsilesional side of vestibular nucleus after peripheral vestibular damage. The 

response of a type II neuron is shown in figure 25A. It was noted that the response of the 

neuron gets larger as the peak stimulus velocity increases, as expected. The neuronal data 

was plotted in an analogous manner to the behavioral data with neuronal tiring rate vs 

head velocity (fig 258). This allowed us, after comcting for the varying phase relations, 

to calculate the sensitivity of the neuron during its linear range, the magnitude of its 

linear range and the neuronal offset. The neuronal offset is the mean firing rate of the 

neuron at zero head velocity after the data had been corrected for phase lags or leads. In 

figure 25Ci the phase corrected responses of a type II neuron during sinusoidal rotations 

with peak velocities of 20, 50 and 100 '1s are shown. It can be seen that the neuron does 

not have an inflection point as the stimulus amplitude increases. In figure 25Cii the 

sensitivity of the newon at the three stimulus velocities is shown and one can see that the 



Non-Linear VOR Interneurons: Grouped Data 
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Fig 26. Shown are two important parameters that contribute to increasing the linear range o f  
horizontal VOR interneurons. A. The mean sensitivity (+/- standard deviation) is plotted as a 
function o f  peak stimulus velocity. It i s  expressed as the relative sensitivity since the absolute 
sensitivities of these neurons are widely variable. It i s  shown relative to the sensitivity 
observed at the stimulus amplitude of 20 O/s. The sensitivity showed a linear relationship 
when ploned on a semi-log plot. B. The inflection point o f  3 différent neurons is shown. If a 
neuron's behavior was better fit with two lines it was considered to exhibit inflection point 
like behavior. Notice that as the stimulus velocity gets larger the head velocity at which the 
neurons begins to show inflection point like behavior increases. This indicates that the linear 
range o f  the neurons increases as the stimulus amplitude increases. 

sensitivity decreases with increasing peak stimulus velocity. In figure 25Ciii the firing 

rate offset can be seen to be increasing with increasing stimulus velocity. 

The grouped data are shown in fig 26. It can be seen that the average sensitivity 

decreases with increasing stimuius amplitude. This relation was found to be linear when 

plotted on a semi-log graph with a slope of  -0.44 (1-4.86). Only three of the neurons 

recorded experienced cutof'f. In fig 26B, the inflection point of these neurons is shown at 



various stimulus amplitudes. It was noted that for al1 three neurons the inflection point 

occurred at a higher head velocity as the peak stimulus velocity increased. 

3.5 Characterization of Lesion in Cat J 

In cat J the lesion occurred spontaneously but behaviora! and histological 

investigations imply that the lesion was peripheral in nature and likely an infection 

resulting fiom the implanted ear electrode. 

Cat J experienced an unplanned vestibular lesion. This was noted 7 weeks after 

the ear electrode was implanted when we noticed cat J had stability problems while trying 

to move around the room in which it was housed. The morning after the behavioral 

deficit was observed Cat J had a slight nystagmus in total darkness with a slow phase eye 

velocity of -1 2 '/s directed towards the lefi. If this was a peripheral lesion the behavioral 

data indicated it had occurred in the lefi vestibular labyrinth. Our recordings were al1 

taken on the leff side of the brainstem. In order to detennine if neuronal data from cat J 

could be compared with that collected !tom canai-plugged animals, we assessed the 

behavioral deficits in cat J by measuring the hVOR response during sinusoidal rotations 

at different fiequencies and amplinides. These data were compared with the performance 

of cat 1, who had a plug of the horizontal canal. 



VOR Response as a Function of Stimulus Freauencv 
Cat 3 Cat I 

Fig 27. The VOR response is shown for sinusoidal rotations of 20 O/s at frequencies ranging 
from 0.5 - 8 Hz. In A and B the gain of the VOR for cats J and 1 is plotted as a function of 
frequency respectively. In C and D gains have been calculated for Ipsi (circles) and 
contralesional (squares) rotations separately for cat J and I respectively. It was noted that the 
gains for ipsilesional rotations are smaller than for contralesional rotations at al1 frequencies 
but that this difference increases at rotational frequencies greater than 4 Hz. Also there was an 
enhancement of the VOR response at high fiequency rotations that is particularly evident for 
rotations in the contralateral direction. This pattern has been noticed previously for canal 
plugged and uni taterally tabyrinthectornized cats (Broussard et al., 1 999a). 

Behaviorally the hVOR of cat J is indistinguishable from that recorded from cats 

with horizontal canal plugs. It has a fiequency dependent asymmetry where the hVOR 

was enhanced at high fiequencies particularly for rotations away fiom the lesioned side 

(fig 27) (Broussard et al., 1999a). In fig 27 the gain of the hVOR is shown for both cat .l 

and I with respect to stimulus frequency. It was noted that the asyrnmetry of the hVOR is 

low for both cat J and I at low fiequencies of rotation, but increased dramatically as the 



VOR Remonse as a Function of Stimulus Amditude 

Fig 28. The VOR gain for Cat J and I is shown in response to 1 Hz sinusoidal passive whole 
body rotations at different amplitudes. In A and B the gain of the VOR is shown for Cat S and 
I respectively. ln C and D the VOR for ipsi- and contralesional rotations are show separately 
by a solid circle or square respectively. Notice that both Cat J and 1 have similar response 
pattern with slight increases in gain up to 40 "/s that then falls off very slightly. The 
asymmetry seen in C and D was not significantly different at any of the stimulus amplitudes 
but the gain of the ipsilesional rotations is always less than that of contralateral rotations. 

fiequency of rotation increased above 4 Hz (fig 27C and D) such that the gain for 

rotations towvards the contralesional ear is greater than for rotations towards the 

ipsilesional ear. Cats in the study performed by Broussard et al. (1 999) exhibited the 

sarne fiequency dependent asymrnetry as Cat J and 1 in this investigation. 

The hVOR of Cat J and 1 was also exarnined at different stimulus amplitudes (fig 

28). It was found that both cats exhibited similar behavior. The hVOR of Cat J and 1 

varied little with increasing stimulus amplitude (fig 28A,B). The asymmetry of the hVOR 



did not appear to be affected by stimulus amplitude as it remained small for al1 

amplitudes tested in cat J (fig 28C). However, during sinusoidal rotations with a peak 

velocity of 150 '1s a difference was observed with the contralesional gain larger than the 

ipsilesional gain in cat I (fig 28D). 

The hVOR dynamics of a cana! plugged cat (cat 1 )  and cat J were similar. In 

addition cat J did not demonstrate any non-vestibular symptoms and its gaze holding 

abilities were normal. Cat J did not have a positional nystagmus. 

The comparison of the cat J and 1 led us to assume that cat J's lesion was 

peripheral in nature. Histology of the temporal bone containing the vestibular labyrinth 

confinned this. The remnants of an infection were observed near the round window as 

well as in the ampulla. The presence of this apparent infection supports our behavioral 

data that cat J had a unilateral vestibular lesion of the lefi ear. This led to loss of input 

fiom the lefi horizontal vestibular canal to the function of the hVOR. 



4. Discussion 

We investigated the role of the vestibular commissure in vestibular compensation 

as well as the neural correlates of the non-linear hVOR that occur aAer unilateral 

vestibular damage. Neurons in the vestibular nuclei were recorded during natural and 

electrical stimulation of the vestibular labyrinths. The major findings can be summarized 

as follows. 1) The efficacy of the excitatory input from the contralateral labyrinth to 

ipsilesional secondary vestibular neurons decreases following unilateral peripheral 

vestibular damage. 2) The eRicacy of the excitatory input from the contralateral labyrinth 

to non-secondary vestibular neurons does not change following unilateral peripheral 

vestibular darnage. 3) The hVOR and its mediating neurons exhibited a nonlinear 

behavior that was stimulus dependent. The role of the vestibular commissure as well as 

the possible origins of the non-linear responses of hVOR interneurons will be discussed 

in this section. 

4.1 The Vestibular Commissure 

It was found in this study that the activity of neurons in the vestibular nucleus 

(VN) had a changed response to activation of the contralesional labyrinth that may 

contribute to compensation of the hVOR. The excitatory connections fiom the 

contralateral labyrinth to the secondary neurons in the ipsilesional vestibular nucleus 

were found to have a decreased eficacy of transmission as measured during electrical 

stimulation of the contralateral labyrinth (P=0.0 1 1, t-test; W.009, Wilcoxon rank sum 



test). The excitatory commissural input to non-secondary neurons in the ipsilesional VN 

was not found to change (P=0.5, t-test; P=0.6, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Contrary to our 

hypothesis, the inhibitory commissure comecting the healthy labyrinth to secondary 

neurons in the ipsilesional VN did not show a significant increase in its transmission 

etrcacy. The identity of the vestibular neurons we recorded, the utility of the changes 

observed in the excitatory commissure, and methodological issues will be discussed. 

It has been proposed that the vestibular commissure plays a key role in the 

process of vestibular compensation of both static and dynamic symptoms (e.g. (Dieringer 

and Precht, 1 977; Galiana et al., 1 984; Precht et al., 1 966; Yamanaka et cd., 2000). Static 

symptoms refer to those that occur while an animal is at rest and include spontaneous 

nystagmus and a held tilt. The dynamic symptoms are only present when one is making 

head movements and include a reduced and asymmetric hVOR gain and often a 

reemergence of a spontaneous nystagmus. The dynamic symptoms associated with 

labyrinthectomies, neurectomies and canal plugging are very similar. 

In mammals the major commissural pathways have been shown to be inhibitory 

(Shimazu and Precht, 1966). Hence, the inhibitory commissure is usually put forward as 

the major mediating pathway that undergoes plastic changes after unilateral vestibular 

damage (Galiana et of., 1984; Precht et al., 1966; Yamanaka et al., 2000). Despite 

evidence that an excitatory commissure connects neurons known to be important in 

optically induced leaming (Broussard and Lisberger, 1992; Lisberger el al., 1994c), most 

bilateral models of hVOR, particularly those used to evaluate the role of the commissure 

in vestibular compensation, only include an inhibitory pathway comecting secondary 

neurons in the wo vestibular nuclei (Cartwright and Curthoys, 1996; Galiana et al., 1984; 



Graham and Dutia, 2001). There are two groups of neurons that have been identified as 

receiving excitatory input from the contralateral labyrinth; type II interneurons in the 

inhibitory commissure (Shirnani and Precht, 1966) and, FTNs that are secondary neurons 

that receive input fiom the cerebellum and likely project to the ipsilateral abducens 

nucleus (Broussard and Lisberger, 1992; Sato and Kawasaki, 1990). We propose that the 

secondary neurons that received excitatory input from the contralateral labyrinth are 

FTNs. While the neurons that received excitatory input from the contralateral labyrinth, 

but were not secondary, are considered interneuons in the inhibitory commissure. 

4. I .  1 Identif cation of Nerrrons 

Each neuron was classified based on its vestibular inputs, response during the 

hVOR and eye position sensitivity. 

4.1.1 .a Putative FTNs 

Some of the neurons we recorded have vestibular inputs that are consistent with 

those of FTNs (Broussard and Lisberger, 1992; Sato et al., 1988). However, we were 

unable to unambiguously identify them as FTNs due to the limited behavioral paradigms 

we were able to administer. Here we argue that the neurons, which were secondary and 

received excitatory input fiom the contralateral labyrinth are FTNs. 

The putative FTNs we recorded were secondary neurons that had excitatory 

inputs from the contralateral labyrinth, the sarne vestibular inputs as FTNs (Broussard 



and Lisberger, 1992; Sato et al., 1988). The neurons were in the region where horizontal 

FTNs have been recorded previously (Lisberger et al., 1994a), and have responses during 

the hVOR and static eye positions that are compatible with those recorded in FTNs 

previously (Lisberger et al., 1994a; Zhang et al., 1995). Behaviorally FTNs are known to 

be sensitive to eye velocity and head velocity stimuli in the sarne direction (Lisberger et 

al., 1994a; Zhang et al., 1 995). 

With the behavioral information gathered for each cell we were able to determine 

the eye position and head velocity sensitivity on direction of a neuron in only 2 

situations: 

1. If the neuron was type 1 and had and ipsilateral eye position on direction 

and, 

2. If the neuron was type II and had a contralateral eye position on direction. 

If a neuron was type II and had an ipsilaterally directed eye position sensitivity it was 

unknown if the head velocity sensitivity was high and contralaterally directed or low and 

ipsilaterally directed. A similar problem arose for type 1, E-c neurons. In the sample of 

punitive FTNs (as identified by each neuron's vestibular inputs) 8/12 had eye position 

sensitivities. Due to the limitations mentioned above only two putative FTNs were 

detemined to have eye position and head velocity sensitivity on direction in the sarne 

direction. One was type 1, E-i and the other type II, E-c. The eye position sensitivities 

measured on putative FTNs ranged in magnitude fiom .36 to 4.4 spikelsldeg with a mean 

of 1.54 +/- 1.32 spikesls/deg. This agrees with the eye position sensitivities seen in both 

horizontal and vertical FTNs (Lisberger et al., 1994a; Zhang et al., 1995). However, there 

are some limitations to this anaiysis. 



The classification of eye movement related neurons is usually based on studies in 

monkeys. In the monkey this is generally based on the application of the VOR 

suppression and smooth pursuit paradigm where a monkey is trained to follow a target. 

These two paradigms allow the measurernent of the eye velocity and head velocity 

sensitivities of a neuron. The subject cats were not trained to follow a target and hence 

we were unable to acquire eye and head velocity information about Our neurons. Hence, 

we assumed that the on direction of eye position and eye velocity was the sarne. 

However, the on direction of eye position and eye velocity is not always the same 

(Lisberger et al., 1994a; Zhang et al., 1995). Zhang et al. (1995) even daim there is no 

correlation between the on direction of eye position and eye velocity for vertical FTNs. 

4.1.1. b Putative Commissural Intemeurons 

The neurons recorded that received excitatory input from the contralateral 

commissure, but were not secondary, have vestibular inputs consistant with intemeurons 

in the inhibitory vestibular commissure (Shimazu and Precht, 1966). These neurons have 

not been studied thoroughly. Hence, the behavior of these neurons, particularly during 

eye movements, is poorly understood. However, it is known that the rnajority of these 

neurons behave as type II vestibular neurons and likely make inhibitory co~ect ions to 

secondary, type 1, vestibular neurons (Shimazu and Precht, 1966). In the group of non- 

secondary neurons that received excitatory input from the comtralateral labyrinth 16/ 19 

were type II. Hence it is likely that these neurons were interneurons in the inhibitory 

vestibular commissure. 



41 .2  Proposed Mechanism of h VOR Recovery 

The role of putative FTNs and type II commissural intemeurons will be explored. 

The efficacy of each group's commissural input either changes significantly or did not 

change at all. The role of the increased inhibitory input to ipsilesional vestibular neurons 

will not be discussed for although the increase was large (203 %) it was statistically 

insigni ficant. 

4.1.2.a Putative FTNs 

It is known that the FTNs receive excitatory input From the contralateral labyrinth. 

Here the functional consequence of reducing the efticacy of the excitatory commissure to 

recovery of the hVOR following unilateral peripheral vestibular damage is exarnined. 

The output of FTNs can be viewed as a function of its vestibular and cerebellar inputs 

such that its firing rate e) is given by: 

jk = -bE+(c-d-a)H (adapted from Lisberger, Pavelko et al. 1994). 

Where E represents eye velocity. H represents head velocity and a, b and c and d are gain 

factors (see fig 29 for details). Positive values represent excitation for ipsiversive head or 

eye movements. AAer a unilateral lesion value of c is set to zero as there is no input from 

the ipsilesional canal. This means that during ipsilateml head tums an FTN receives 



Possible Role for FTNs in 
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Fig 29. Shown is a schernatic of the inputs and outputs to a FTN neuron. H and E represent 
head and eye velocity respectively. The gain factors a, c and d modify the size of the head 
velocity inputs from the cerebel hm, ipsilateral vestibular cana: and contralateral vest ibular 
canal respectively. The gain Factor b modifies the eye velocity input to an FTN neuron. 

conflicting inputs from the commissure and cerebellum about head velocity with less 

excitation Crom the commissure and more disinhibition from the cerebellum. FTNs send 

inhibitory projections to the ipsilateral abducens thus are involved in the inhibition of 

antagonistic eye muscles during ipsiversive head rotations and the disinhibition of the 

agonist eye muscles during contraversive rotations. A decrease in the excitatory 

commissural gain would increase the inhibition of the antagonist muscle during 

ipsilesional rotations and decrease the inhibition of the agonist muscle during 

contralesional rotations as compared to the situation of the commissural gain remaining 

high. Hence, a decreased excitatory commissure would likely contribute to the dynarnic 

recovery of the hVOR if it is comected to FTNs. Understanding the role of antagonistic 

eye muscle activity is important to understanding the dynarnics of horizontal eye 



movements (Sylvestre and Cullen, 1999). We were unable to identiQ F M s  

unambiguously as we didn't have a floccular stimulating electrode, and Our animals were 

not trained to perform the smooth pursuit behavioral paradigms, including cancellation of 

the hVOR, necessary for their behavioral identification. 

The decrease in efficacy of the excitatory input to secondary vestibular neurons 

supports the model ling study of Galiana et al. (200 1 ). Galiana et al., (200 1 ) predict that a 

decrease in the gain of the excitatory commissure is necessary afler unilateral vesti bular 

damage. For a vestibular neurectomy a decrease of 80% in the excitatory commissural 

gain was necessary in order to account for the abnormally large phase leads seen in 

unilaterally vestibulo-pathic patients. We observed a decrease of - 67 % in the sample of 

secondary neurons that received excitatory commissural inputs which lends support to the 

model of Galiana et al. (2001). 

4.1.2.b Type 11 Interneurons 

The excitatory input to putative type 11 interneurons, unexpectedly, did not 

change. We hypothesized that the inhibitory commissure, of which these type II neurons 

are a part, would have an increased efficacy after recovery from peripheral vestibular 

damage. However, it has been shown that it is possible for hVOR recovery to occur 

without increasing the eficacy of the excitatory input to type II intemeurons (Cartwright 

et al., 1999). In this modelling study hVOR recovery was brought about by increasing the 

eficacy of the inhibitory commissural input to ipsilesional vestibular neurons without 

raising the effectiveness of the excitatory input to the mediating type II intemeurons. 



4.1.3 Specijcity of EZectrical Stimulation 

The measurements of the efficacy of vestibular inputs had limitations. The main 

limitation was that the electrical stimulation applied to the vestibular labyrinth was not 

specific to primary afferents enervating the horizontal vestibular canal. Hence, the input 

of interest to horizontal hVOR neurons was not stiinulated in isolation. Stimulating 

electrodes were placed in the pedymph of the inner ear between the oval and round 

window (see methods). This placement of the stimulating electrode means that the nerves 

innervating the three vestibular canals, the otolith organs and even the cochlea are 

stimulated during electrical stimulation. It is generally assumed that only behaviorally 

relevant information will reach the vestibular neurons. For exarnple, we are not 

concerned that stimulation of the cochlea will confuse our results. However, there are 

concems about the broad stimulation of the vestibular end organs. 

4.1.3 .a Convergence from Vertical Canals 

With regards to the vertical vestibular canals, it has been s h o w  that in cats the 

input ftom the contralateral vestibular apparatus, via the inhibitory commissure, occurs in 

a canal specific manner (Kasahara and Uchino, 1974; Uchino et al., 1986). However, 

inputs from the ipsilateral vestibular labyrinth have been shown to have some 

convergence. Approximately 10% of neurons innervated by the lateral canal receive input 

from one or both of the other canals (Markharn and Curthoys, 1972), hence, it is possible 

that the vertical canals or the otolith organs could have imervated neurons activated fiom 



the ipsilateral labyrinth. It is unlikely that either of the vertical canals provided major 

inputs to the neurons included in this study as al1 of the neurons in this study responded 

robustly when the horizontal canals were aligned with the plane of rotation. However, the 

convergence of inputs from the otolith system ont0 neurons that respond to rotations 

appears to be much more prevalent. 

4.1 -3. b Convergence from Otolith Organs 

It has been shown that 48% of vestibular only neurons that respond to rotations in 

the horizontal plane also respond to translational movements (Angelaki and Dickrnan, 

2000). In addition -45 % of hVOR interneurons receive convergence from the lateral 

canal and otolith organ (Markharn and Curthoys, 1972). It is likely that this convergence 

occurs from both the ipsilateral and contralateral vestibular apparatus, as the otolith 

system has a similar pattern of commissure connections as the horizontal canal systern 

(Uchino er al., 200 1). 

A confounding aspect of our results is the uncertainty of whether measured input 

to a single neuron originates from the lateral canal or otolith organs. Approximately half 

of third-order neurons (as activated by the utricle) receive an input from the contralateral 

utricle via the commissure at disynaptic latencies (Uchino et al., 2001). Hence our 

efficacy measurements, presumably of commissural inputs from the lateral canal system, 

could have been comfused by the commissural inputs of the otolith system. 



4.1.3.c Pathways Through the Cerebellurn 

The cerebellum is intimately linked with the hVOR and it is known to play a key 

role in optically induced plasticity (see Lac et al., 1995) and receives input fiom and 

sends information to hVOR intemeurons (e.g. Broussard and Lisberger, 1992; Cheron et 

al., 1996; Highstein et al., 1987; Quinn and Baker, 1998). The pathway from the 

contralateral vestibular labyrinth to ipsilateral vestibular nucleus is likely inhibitory in 

nature. Secondary neurons in the contralateral MVN send excitatory projections to the 

ipsilateral flocculus, which in turn make inhibitory connections with FTN in the 

ipsilateral M W .  Although it is likely that some of  our neurons would have received 

input via this pathway the latency of such a connection is likely longer than the ones 

analyzed in this study. In frogs Dieringer and Precht (1979b) observed that the inhibitory 

c o ~ e c t i o n  through the cerebellum had a latency of at least 10 ms. Ali of our inhibitory 

responses occurred in less time with a mean of 3.18 +/- 1.91 ms (mean +/- standard 

deviation). Hence, it unlikely that the inhibitory inputs, to the neurons we recorded, were 

mediated by pathways throught the cerebe llum. 

4.2 Non-Linearities in the hVOR and its Mediating Pathways 

It was found that after unilateral peripheral vestibular damage there was eye 

velocity saturation for ipsilesional rotations that was stimulus dependent. In addition, the 

head velocity at which the eye velocity began to saturate, increased with the stimulus 

velocity, and hence the linear range of the hVOR increased with stimulus amplitude. In 



accordance with this result it was found that the neurons recorded exhibited behavior that 

would contribute to an increased linear range. Neurons that experienced cut-off or 

saturation had a linear range that increased with increasing stimulus amplitude. In al1 the 

neurons recorded the sensitivity of these neurons was dependent on the stimulus velocity 

such that the sensitivity decreased with increasing stimulus amplitude even though the 

gain of the hVOR was linear with respect to stimulus amplitude. 

The eye movement saturation observed for ipsilesional rotations at high rotational 

velocities in the cat has also been noted in unilaterally vestibulo-pathic humans (Galiana 

et al., 2001 ; Katsarkas et al., 1995; Paige, 1989) and monkeys (Lasker et al., 1999; 

Lasker et al., 2000). However, an increasing linear range with increasing stimulus 

amplitude has not been previously observed, although it has been suggested to occur by a 

model (Smith and Galiana, 1991). The model of Smith and Galiana (1991) also proposed 

that the bilateral nature of premotor hVOR circuits contribute to increasing the linear 

range of the hVOR beyond that of its individual components. 

12.2 Non-linear Responses of h VOR Interneurons 



A neural substrate of the increasing linear range of the hVOR was the observed 

increasing linear range of hVOR intemeurons in the vestibular nuclei. This increase in 

linear range was accompanied by a decrease in the neurons' sensitivity with increasing 

stimulus amplitude. The decrease in sensitivity of neurons at increasing stimulus 

amplitudes has also been noted in decerebrate cats (Melvill Jones and Milsum, 1970). 

The stimulus dependent increase in linear range may be due to the properties of vestibular 

sensors or the properties of the hVOR mediating premotor circuits as proposed by Smith 

and Galiana (1 99 1). 

4.2.2.a. Primary Afferents 

The nonlinear behavior exhibiied by the vestibular neurons maybe a result of the 

behavior of p n m w  afferents. Prirnary afferents have been noted to have an asymmetric 

velocity dependent sensitivity during constant acceleration steps with decreasing 

sensitivity wi th increasing head velocity (Brichta and Goldberg, 2000; Goldberg and 

Fernandez, 1976). However. as reported by Hullar and Minor (1999) the response profile 

of regularly firing afferents appear linear during sinusoidal rotations at frequencies above 

0.5 Hz and show no increase or decrease in sensitivity at different stimulus amplitudes. 

Galiana et al. (2001) has demonstrated that it is possible for afferents exhibiting clear 

asymmetric non-linear behavior during steps of acceleration to appear to have a linear 

response during sinusoidal rotations ai a specific fiequency. Hence, it is unlikely that the 

behavior of primary afferents contribute to the stimulus dependent sensitivity of the 

hVOR and its mediating neurons we observed. 



4.2.2. b. Secondary Neurons 

As obscrved here and elsewhere (Melvill Jones and Milsum, 1970) hVOR 

intemeurons appear to have a stimulus dependent sensitivity such that the sensitivity, to 

head rotations, decreases with increasing stimulus amplitudes. It appears that this is an 

intrinsic property of the hVOR intemeuron and/or its neural network as the activity of 

primary afferents do not have a stimulus dependent sensitivity during sinusoidal rotations 

(Hullar and Minor, 1999). It has been proposed that the bilateral nature of the premotor 

circuitry of the vestibular nucleus contribute to both the increase in linear range and the 

decrease in sensitivity, during sinusoidal rotations, at increasing stimulus amplitudes 

(Smith and Galiana, 1991). 

The neurons we recorded both had a decreased sensitivity and increased linear 

range to sinusoidal rotations of increasing peak velocity. An increasing linear range was 

also observed in the eye velocity response. However, we did not see a decreased eye 

velocity sensitivity. It appears that the increased Iinear range of the vestibular neurons 

contributes to the increased linear range of the hVOR at increasing stimulus amplitudes. 

4.2.2.c. Motoneurons 



In addition to the known non-linearities seen in secondary vestibular neurons 

motoneurons in abducens rnotor nuclei have been observed to behave non-linearly dunng 

eye movements. In particular, abducens motoneurons have been shown to have a 

decreasing sensitivity for eye movements of increasing velocities, either during saccades 

of different sizes (Sylvestre and Cullen, 1999; Van Gisbergen et al., 1981), or sinusoidal 

smooth punuit at different velocities (Sylvestre and Cullen, 1999). Hence it is not 

unreasonable to assume that hVOR interneurons rnight have intrinsichetwork capabilities 

to adjust their sensitivity to various stimuli and this is seen downstream in eye movement 

motoneurons. 

4.4 Summary 

The primary objective of this investigation is to identify pathways in the hVOR 

circuitry that mediate the recovery of the dynarnic symptoms associated with unilateral 

peripheral vestibular lesions. A significant decrease in the efficacy of the excitatory 

commissure connecting the contralesional labyrinth to secondary neurons in the 

ipsilesional vestibular nucleus was observed. However, the increase observed in the 

inhibitory commissure was not statistically significant. It can be argued that this change 

may be functionally compensatory for the recovery of dynamic symptoms associated 

with unilateral peripheral vestibular lesions. 

In addition, neural correlates of the non-linear behavior noted in unilaterally 

vestibule-pathic subjects were observed in vestibular neurons. The linear range of both 

the hVOR and vestibular neurons was observed to increase with increasing stimulus 



velocity without compromising the hVOR gain. The decreased sensitivity of vestibular 

neurons to increased stimulus amplitude may be associated with the increasing linear 

range of the vestibular neurons and thus the hVOR. A decreased sensitivity may increase 

the operational range of vesti bular neurons. 
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